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Introduction
I    , a new term, “Anglosphere,” has appeared more and more frequently
JOQPMJUJDBMEJTDPVSTFBOEUIFNFEJB¹ The term
has been used as shorthand for “the Englishspeaking nations,” or the United States, the
United Kingdom, Australia, and Canada (or
any combination thereof), as they act jointly in
JOUFSOBUJPOBMBĊBJST
Though roughly accurate, use of the term
“Anglosphere” in this manner masks a more
FYUFOTJWFBOENPSFDPNQMFYQIFOPNFOPOɩF
Anglosphere is a discrete entity composed of
the English-speaking, common law–based poMJUJDBMDPNNVOJUJFT DVMUVSFT BOEQFPQMFTɩF
Anglosphere is not a single political entity, but
is held together by the bonds of the Internet,
communication, and commerce; facilitated by
¹ +BNFT $ #FOOFUU  The Anglosphere Challenge:
Why the English-Speaking Nations Will Lead the Way in
the Twenty-First Century -BOIBN .E3PXNBO
-JUUMFmFME ñïïó 
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low-cost intercontinental transportation; and
sustained by the flows of information, products,
DBQJUBM BOEQFPQMFUIBUBSFUIFSFCZDSFBUFE
The Anglosphere is more than the sum of its
QBSUT*UJTDPOUJOVBMMZFWPMWJOH CFDPNJOHNPSF
EFOTFMZOFUXPSLFEBOENPSFTFMGBXBSF3BOLFE
on various economic, military, political, and
social criteria, the members of the Anglosphere
TUBOE BU UIF UPQ *OEFFE  GPS UIFJS TJ[F  UIFZ
PGUFO EPNJOBUF CPUI UIFJS JOEVTUSJBMJ[FE BOE
OPOJOEVTUSJBMJ[FEOFJHICPST²
But the rise of the Anglosphere has been
NBTLFE CZ HMPCBMJ[BUJPO JO CPUI UIF ðøUI BOE
ñïUIDFOUVSJFTɩF"OHMPTQIFSFFYJTUTXJUIJO
a wider “civilsphere”: the total set of nations,
QFPQMFT  BOE DVMUVSFT UIBU BSF NPEFSOJ[FE PS
NPEFSOJ[JOH *O BEEJUJPO UP UIF "OHMPTQIFSF
nations, a number of other nations and cultures
are increasingly participating in the complexities of the world market economy, developing
their own paradigms of representative constitutional government and civil rights, and forming
² William Lewis, The Cousins’ Wars: Wealth,
Poverty, and the Threat to Global Stability (Chicago,
*MM6OJWFSTJUZPG$IJDBHP1SFTT ñïïô 
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their own voluntary mechanisms of cooperaUJPOBOEBTTPDJBUJPO
Within the sphere of civil societies, individuals are free to form their own webs of association and to create institutions—commercial,
religious, nongovernmental, and noncommerDJBMɩFTUBUF OPNBUUFSIPXMBSHFPSQPXFSGVM
it may be, acts primarily as a referee and assistant to individuals and to civil society, not as an
FOEJOJUTFMG'VSUIFSNPSF GBNJMZ FUIOJD BOE
other inherited ties are expressions of affection
and identity rather than prisons that inexorably
EFUFSNJOFMJGFTDPVSTFBUCJSUI
By steering between the Scylla of an
overwhelming state and the Charybdis of
family cronyism, civil society brings freedom,
individualism, prosperity, and peace to nations
UIBU EFWFMPQ JU *O PUIFS QBSUT PG UIF XPSME 
ancient and modern forms of bondage brought
and continue to bring stagnation, corruption,
NJTFSZ BOETUSJGF
During the long wars of the th century,
civil societies had to make a number of compromises when choosing allies against competing authoritarian and totalitarian societies and
JEFPMPHJFT 4USPOHFS DJWJM TPDJFUJFT FNCSBDFE
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their less advanced allies and were able to work
UISPVHI UIFJS TIPSUDPNJOHT .BOZ PUIFS DPSrupt, crony-based, and authoritarian societies
were tolerated and supported as a lesser evil in
UIFmHIUBHBJOTUUPUBMJUBSJBOJTN4PNFOBUJPOT
with incomplete transitions to civil society were
FWFOBDDFQUFEBTFRVBMTJOPVSDPVODJMT
But in the decade and a half following the
end of the last major totalitarian superpower,
fault lines within the civilsphere have develPQFE(MPCBMJ[BUJPONBZIBWFCFDPNFBXPSMEwide phenomenon, but it has been far from
VOJGPSNJOJUTTVDDFTTFT
Even among the ranks of the developed
nations, some forms of civil society are
proving to be far more adaptive than others
UP UIF DIBMMFOHFT PG PVS DVSSFOU FSB ɩFTF
challenges include riding the accelerating wave
PGUFDIOPMPHJDBMBOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMJOOPWBUJPO 
NJOJNJ[JOH UIF FOTVJOH TPDJBM EJTSVQUJPOT 
preserving traditional liberties in the face
of novel circumstances, maintaining social
cohesion and order during a period of increased
worldwide immigration, and developing the
cultural self-confidence to defend civil society
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from internal self-doubt and external assault by
GBOBUJDBMJEFPMPHJFTBOESFMJHJPVTTFDUT
In meeting all of these challenges, English-speaking nations and peoples have enjoyed
significantly better success than have other
TUSPOH DJWJM TPDJFUJFT )FSFJO  DJSDVNTUBODFT
begin to distinguish the Anglosphere from the
SFTUPGUIFDJWJMTQIFSF*ONBOZBSFBT TVDIBT
productivity and employment, the gap between
the Anglosphere and the rest of the civilsphere
is increasing, despite conscious efforts on the
QBSUPGPUIFSOBUJPOTUPBEESFTTUIFEJTQBSJUZ³
In other areas of national power, such as defense and security, some nations have adopted
TFMGEFMVEJOHFYDVTFTGPSJOBDUJPO
All of these differences are notable, yet
policy circles of the major English-speaking
nations have yet to apply the historical and inUFMMFDUVBM UPPMT OFDFTTBSZ UP VOEFSTUBOE UIFN
Dealing with the consequences of a gap between
the Anglosphere and the rest of the civilsphere
SFRVJSFTOFXTUSBUFHJFTBOEQPMJDJFTɩFGPMMPXing pages will sketch the unique characteristics
of the wider Anglosphere, identify the causes
³ Ibid
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and consequences of these characteristics, and
suggest policy directions for the United States
and other English-speaking nations that are
CBTFEVQPOUIFTFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDT
James C. Bennett
November 
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Executive Summary
T   since the end of the
Cold War suggest that culture and the institutions that culture influences are major factors
JOUIFSFMBUJWFTVDDFTTFTPGOBUJPOT8JUIJOUIF
wider set of developed nations, a smaller group
of nations with particularly strong civil societies have demonstrated particular success, both
FDPOPNJDBMMZ BOE QPMJUJDBMMZ .PTU PG UIFTF 
and all of the large, heterogeneous ones, are
&OHMJTITQFBLJOH DPNNPOMBXoCBTFEOBUJPOT
Now research from a wide variety of fields is
drawing a newer and clearer picture of why the
English-speaking world set the course of both
the industrial and democratic revolutions and
why it continues to lead in many categories in
the increasingly rapid technological evolution
PGUIFñðTUDFOUVSZ
Taken together, these results suggest that
the old picture of development—a foreordained
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march of all humanity through different, defined stages toward a destination that all will
TPNFEBZSFBDIJTGBMTF6OEFWFMPQFEOBUJPOT 
it would seem, are everywhere alike; however,
each developed nation achieved development in
JUTPXOGBTIJPO
The English-speaking world’s own path,
from its roots in England to its extension into
North America, Australasia, and elsewhere,
was not, contrary to the claims of various triumphalists, due to any specific virtue—ethnic,
SFMJHJPVT PSPUIFSXJTF/PSXBTJUEVFUPBOZ
particular vice, as the historical Anglophobes
BOE DVSSFOUEBZ "NFSJDPQIPCFT TVHHFTU *U JT
most likely the result of a long train of circumstances, geography, and other factors and the
determination of long generations of Englishspeaking people to preserve and extend their
EJTUJODUWBSJFUZPGDJWJMJ[BUJPO
The implications of this emerging point
of view are numerous in both the foreign and
EPNFTUJD QPMJDZ TQIFSFT ɩF mSTU JNQMJDBUJPO
is that closer cooperation among the principal
English-speaking nations, as well as international structures to make such cooperation
happen, are the lowest-hanging fruit available
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UPUIF64BOEJUT"OHMPTQIFSFDPVTJOTJOUIF
GPSFTFFBCMFGVUVSF"QSPBDUJWFQPMJDZPGFYUFOEing and deepening free trade agreements, common economic areas, and special ties in defense
and defense procurement, both bilaterally and
multilaterally, to Australia, Canada, and New
;FBMBOEXPVMESFOEFSJNNFEJBUFCFOFmUT
Extending such regimes to the United
,JOHEPN 6,  BOE  XIFSF BQQSPQSJBUF  *SFMBOETIPVMECFB64QPMJDZHPBM SFDPHOJ[JOH
that Britain and Ireland are currently prevented
by their European Union (EU) ties from accepting many of the benefits that such regimes
NJHIUCSJOH*OEJB OPUBO"OHMPTQIFSFDPVOtry per se but heavily influenced by Anglosphere
UJFT TIPVMECFBQBSUJDVMBSGPDVTPG64QPMJDZ
JO "TJB "MUIPVHI GSJFOEMZ UJFT BOE BO PQFO
trading relationship with China remain desirable, India’s lead in democracy, common law
jurisprudence, and increasingly widespread use
of English suggest that a special relationship
between the United States and India is both
QPTTJCMFBOEEFTJSBCMF
The United States’ long-standing encourBHFNFOUPG&VSPQFBOJOUFHSBUJPOBOEPG6,
membership in the European Union has been
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a miscalculation, and one that is in danger of
backfiring badly in the areas of trade and deGFOTF DPPQFSBUJPO ɩF 64 IBT CFFO QMBDFE
in the awkward position of aligning itself with
the most anti-American elements of the British political spectrum on this issue and setting
itself against the most naturally pro-American
FMFNFOUT 4JNJMBSMZ  UIF 64 IBT MPOH UFOEFE
to deal with its English-speaking allies in multilateral fora and structures—often regional—
whose primary effect is to permit third nations
to play one against the other to the disadvanUBHFPGCPUIUIF64BOEJUTBMMJFT
Domestically, an Anglospherist analysis
leads to a reaffirmation of American self-confidence and identity and to a rejection of multiDVMUVSBMJTNBOEUIFQPMJUJDTPGHVJMU)PXFWFS 
identity should be understood in a manner
much closer to the way the Founders—particularly Jefferson, Franklin, and Adams—saw it
rather than the subsequent European-style naUJPOBMJTUGPSNVMBUJPOTPGUIFMBUFSðøUIDFOUVSZ
This view stresses the continuity of American
culture and the English traditions of liberty,
TUSFUDIJOHCBDLUISPVHIUIF(MPSJPVT3FWPMVtion, Magna Carta, the tribal assemblies of the
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Anglo–Saxons and their ancestors and understood by the Founders through their familiarity
with Montesquieu and their own common law
MFHBMBOEDPOTUJUVUJPOBMUSBEJUJPOT
In the debate over immigration, an AngloTQIFSJD BOBMZTJT FNQIBTJ[FT BTTJNJMBUJPO BOE
the learning of English and the political values
PG UIF &OHMJTITQFBLJOH XPSME *O FEVDBUJPO
reform, it demands a negation of the guilt narrative, which stresses the unexceptional use of
TMBWFSZ JO FBSMZ "NFSJDB  CZ FNQIBTJ[JOH UIF
unique and exceptional role of the Englishspeaking world in the systematic eradication
of slavery worldwide (most recently retold, for
example, in the film Amazing Grace
Finally, the Anglospherist viewpoint has
implications for the ongoing libertarian–traditionalist debate in conservative circles of the
&OHMJTITQFBLJOH XPSME ɩF USBEJUJPOBMJTUT
view modern capitalism much as Churchill saw
democracy: “the worst form of government except all those other forms that have been tried
GSPNUJNFUPUJNFw*OPUIFSXPSET UIFDSFBUJWF
destruction that Joseph Schumpeter correctly
perceived in capitalism is viewed with suspicion
BOEBTBTPMWFOUPGUIFUSBEJUJPOBM #VSLFBOUJFT
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Libertarians, especially those of the otherwisePQQPTFE 3BOEJBO BOE 3PUICBSEJBO TDIPPMT 
BSFJOTPNFTFOTFTUIFNPEFSOJTUTPGUIF3JHIU 
DFMFCSBUJOH XIBU UIF USBEJUJPOBMJTUT EFQMPSF
These thinkers celebrate the idea of modernity
as a revolution severing the bonds of oppressive
USBEJUJPO
#PUI WJFXT BSF  JO GBDU  JODPSSFDU ɩFSF
never was any great break in the Englishspeaking world between the modern, individualist present and a communalist, traditionalist
QBTU5PUIFDPOUSBSZ UIF"OHMPTQIFSFIBTBMways been individualistic in the anthropological
TFOTF *OEJWJEVBMJTN JT BO "OHMPTQIFSF USBEJtion, but it is an individualism exercised within
a particular cultural and legal framework, and
that is best protected by respecting those tradiUJPOT$PNNVOJUJFTBSFOFUXPSLTPGJOEJWJEValists that draw their strength from willing and
OFHPUJBUFEDPPQFSBUJPO"OZ"OHMPTQIFSFQPMJtics that is to protect both the community and
UIFJOEJWJEVBMOFFETUPSFDPHOJ[FUIFMPOHSPPUT
PG CPUI ɩF "OHMPTQIFSJD VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG
America allows us to celebrate our freedom and
enterprise within an accurate historical frameXPSL *U QSPWJEFT OPUIJOH MFTT UIBO B EFFQFS
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and truer basis for a refounding of American
QBUSJPUJTN

=  =
The Anatomy of the
Anglosphere
W W C  his History of the English-Speaking Peoples, his definition of the subject matter was simple and
NBJOMZ TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE¹ The “English-speaking peoples” were the inhabitants of the British Isles, their descendants in the colonies they
settled (America, Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand), and a limited number of those foreign immigrants to these colonies who had asTJNJMBUFEJOUPUIFJSDVMUVSFT
Today the definition is far more compliDBUFE$IVSDIJMMTEFmOJUJPOTUJMMDPOTUJUVUFTUIF
core of the Anglosphere, but the number and
variety of immigrants to Anglosphere nations
¹ Winston Churchill, A History of the EnglishSpeaking Peoples (London: Cassell and Company,
ðøôõoðøô÷ 
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is now far greater than in Churchill’s time, and
the degree of assimilation varies widely from
DPVOUSZUPDPVOUSZBOETPVSDFUPTPVSDF
However, the most notable difference between Churchill’s time and today is the rise of
what might be termed the “New Anglosphere,”
which includes the old Anglosphere’s former
DPMPOJBM QPTTFTTJPOT ɩF &OHMJTI MBOHVBHF JT
in transition, changing from a status marker
for post-colonial elites to a much more widely
TQSFBEBOESBQJEMZHSPXJOHQIFOPNFOPO² An
English-speaking workforce now interfaces
with the world economy through the softXBSF BOE PĊTIPSF DBMM DFOUFS JOEVTUSJFT ɩJT
phenomenon is often viewed as “offshoring”
in the First World: a matter of Internet economics driving down wages through interOBUJPOBM DPNQFUJUJPO :FU JU JT BMTP B DVMUVSBM
QIFOPNFOPO ɩF PĊTIPSF XPSLFS CFDPNFT B
cyber-immigrant to the Anglosphere, a process
by which the values of the Anglosphere flow
back, encouraging social transformation in the
IPNFDPVOUSZ
² Peggy Mohan, “Is English the Language of
*OEJBT'VUVSF wSeminar /Pôóô +BOVBSZñïïô 
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These New Anglosphere nations are almost
entirely former British colonies, notably India;
but they also include that former American
QPTTFTTJPO UIF1IJMJQQJOFT*UJTXPSUIOPUJOH
UIBUJOUIFñïïõ1FX(MPCBMðõ/BUJPOTVSWFZ
PGQVCMJDBUUJUVEFTUPXBSEUIF64 UIF1IJMJQpines had the highest pro-American rating—
IJHIFS  FWFO  UIBO JO UIF 64 JUTFMG³ India is
one of the few nations that have become more
QSP"NFSJDBOJOUIFQBTUTJYZFBST(JWFOUIF
fact of a billion Indians and  million Filipinos, it behooves America to pay attention to its
TUBUFPGSFMBUJPOTXJUIUIFTFOBUJPOT
The cultural interpenetrability created by
widespread use of the English language offers
opportunities well beyond what might be reaTPOBCMZFYQFDUFEJO TBZ $IJOB8IBUNBLFT
India and China different is that in India,
English has become more than just a useful
GPSFJHO MBOHVBHF *OEJBO &OHMJTI JT BO *OEJan language, used at home as well as at work
PS JO UIF MFHJTMBUVSF *U JT  JO GBDU  POF PG UIF
³ 1FX (MPCBM "UUJUVEFT 1SPKFDU  U.S. Image Up
Slightly, But Still Negative, May , , at http://
pewglobal.org/reports/display.php?ReportID= (April
ðõ ñïïö 
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things that binds the Indian union together,
and its use, once primarily a status marker for
the elite, has spread rapidly through the lower
DMBTTFT 1SJWBUF &OHMJTI TDIPPMT JO *OEJB IBWF
QSPMJGFSBUFE &OHMJTIMBOHVBHF LOPXMFEHF IBT
become a path to social advancement, mainly
through Internet and other telecommunication
JOEVTUSJFT⁴
An India that is increasingly fluent in
English, linked by a growing tide of emigration to the core Anglosphere nations, creates a
more intimate relationship between India and
UIF"OHMPTQIFSFUIBOIBEFYJTUFECFGPSF(FSman Chancellor Otto von Bismarck famously
opined that the most important reality of the
th century was the fact that the United States
TQPLF&OHMJTI)FXBTSJHIU*UJTBMTPQPTTJCMF
that the most important fact of the st century
XJMMCFUIBU*OEJBJODSFBTJOHMZTQFBLT&OHMJTI
The anatomy and architecture of an Anglosphere in which Indians, Africans, and
other non-traditional English-speaking peoples play a significant role has not been con⁴ Mohan, “Is English the Language of India’s
'VUVSF w
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TJEFSFE UP BOZ TJHOJmDBOU EFHSFF 8JUIPVU B
doubt, these non-traditional English speakers
XJMMIBWFBOJNQBDU
At the same time, conventional ideas,
based on past history, as to what policies such
QFPQMF XJMM QVSTVF NBZ CF IJHIMZ NJTMFBEJOH
The same communications revolution that
makes it possible for non-traditional English
speakers to communicate directly and on wide
scale with the Anglosphere bypasses their traEJUJPOBM QPMJUJDBM BOE NFEJB FMJUFT "T UIF JOcreasing pro-American sentiments of India indicate, attitudes of the future generations may
surprise their elders, political leaders, and the
SFTUPGUIFXPSME

=  =
ɩF3JEEMFPG
the English-Speaking
World: Anglosphere
Exceptionalism and
Continuity
T    E- world
is distinct from other developed-nation cultures
JTOPUOFX"DFOUVSZBHP JUXBTBGBJSMZDPNmonplace observation, and one that had centuSJFTPGUSBEJUJPOCFIJOEJU#VUBT$POUJOFOUBM
Europe, Japan, and East Asia developed economically and became more competitive, the
United Kingdom experienced relative industrial and financial stagnation, and such ideas
JODSFBTJOHMZMPPLFEPCTPMFUF#SJUBJOTRVJDLSFcovery of its economic position under the rather
basic reforms of the Thatcher era changed some
minds on the matter, and as the entire Anglo-
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sphere began to pull away from its economic
and military competitors, the need for a broader
IJTUPSJDBMFYQMBOBUJPOSFUVSOFE
4VDIBOFYQMBOBUJPOJTQBSUPGBMBSHFSQV[[MFHSBEVBMMZCFJOHTPMWFECZIJTUPSJBOT QBSUJDVMBSMZIJTUPSJDBMTPDJPMPHJTUT8IJMFJOUFMMFDUVBMMZGBTDJOBUJOHJOJUTPXOSJHIU UIJTQV[[MFIBT
XJEFS BOE NPSF JNNFEJBUF JNQMJDBUJPOT ɩF
remarkable pattern of contemporary Anglosphere exceptionalism has been noted in such
disparate fields as economics and law without
any reference to (or apparent knowledge of)
new explanations of English continuity and
exceptionalism developed in recent historical
FTTBZTBOECPPLT
Modern theories of Anglosphere exceptionalism as established by historical socioloHJTUT SFRVJSF BO FYQMBOBUJPO (JWFO UIF IJTtorical evidence for the continuity of British
institutions, it appears that the explanation
NVTUCFTPVHIUJOBð ôïïZFBSPMESPPU8IJMF
8FTUFSODJWJMJ[BUJPOBTBXIPMFNBZMPPLUPUIF
(SFFLT BOE 3PNBOT GPS JOTQJSBUJPO  DPNNPO
law countries must also look to the humble
shire reeves in southeast England for the origin
PG UIFJS NPEFSO TIFSJĊ $VSSFOU "OHMPTQIFSF
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exceptionalism, combined with the new wave of
research and thought concerning the continuity
of Anglosphere institutions, paints a powerful
picture that has deeper implications for presentEBZQPMJDJFT$POUFNQPSBSZFWFOUTIBWFBEEFE
TPNFVSHFODZUPUIJTIJTUPSJDBMSFTFBSDI
C S 
 A
Is Anglosphere exceptionalism a statistical anomaly, or is it merely the accumulation
PG DFOUVSJFT PG VOEFTFSWFE HPPE MVDL  %PFT
JU IBWF B IJTUPSJDBM CBTJT  3FHBSEMFTT PG UIF
source, it most certainly has a contemporary
TJHOJmDBODF
Even today, more than two years after the
deadly attacks on the London underground and
months after an even more ambitious assault on
transatlantic air traffic was narrowly thwarted,
an intense sense of shock can be felt in EngMBOE*GBHFOFSBUJPOPGZPVOH.VTMJNT&OHlish-speaking, cricket-playing, and seemingly
thoroughly modern—can produce a network of
fanatics who are capable of playing soccer with
their non-Muslim neighbors one day and planting bombs to murder them the next, what is the
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GVUVSFGPSUIFTIJSFSFFWFBOEBMMIFSFQSFTFOUT 
“They have learned from us how to play, how
to dress, and how to talk,” Britons may think,
“but we seem to have taught them nothing of
PVSJEFOUJUZPSPVSWBMVFTw
The shocking facts of the London bombings have provoked a self-examination of British identity, British values, and what it means
to be British, and similar questions will have
to be answered in all of the Anglosphere countries as they face the challenges of what promises to be a protracted and difficult war against
SBEJDBM*TMBNJDUFSSPSJTN0MEOBSSBUJWFTBCPVU
what it means to be American or British or
even English-speaking are taken for granted
BOE BSF OP MPOHFS FYQMJDJUMZ UBVHIU ɩJT QBUtern of forgetfulness is evident not only in Britain, but also in Australia, in Canada, and now
FWFOJOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT/BUJPOTUIBUIBWFUIF
NPTUEJWFSTFDJUJ[FOSZPOUIFQMBOFU DMBJNJOH
a bewildering array of religious and cultural
beliefs, seem willing to let the sheriff’s deputy
merely get on with “putting the cows back in
the pasture,” so to speak, when faced with these
DIBMMFOHFT
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The explicit roots of community and civil
tradition became invisible to the post-World
War II generation, but historians can now
IJHIMJHIU UIFJS TJHOJmDBODF ɩF "OHMPTQIFSF
GBDFT DIBMMFOHFT CFZPOE B GFX TUSBZ DBUUMF "
reconsideration of the first principles of Anglosphere exceptionalism from the vantage point
PGUIFñðTUDFOUVSZJTPWFSEVF
One way to reach a better understanding
of these questions is to look back over the history of England and then look outward across
the world to communities that share the British
IFSJUBHF5PCFHJOXJUI UIFQSFWJPVTDFOUVSZT
explanations of English exceptionalism do not
IPME XBUFS 7BSJPVTMZ BUUSJCVUFE UP FUIOJD  SBcial, religious, or a nebulous cultural superiority, these past explanations for English success
have been stripped away by critique and adWBODJOHTDJFOUJmDLOPXMFEHF
Ethnic explanations—the idea that the
offspring of Hengist and Horsa were somehow
endowed with superior intelligence, character,
PSXJMMGBJMGPSNBOZSFBTPOTɩFmSTUDSJUJRVF
takes note of the highly varied genetic contriCVUJPO PG &OHMBOE TJODF "OHMPo4BYPO UJNFT
Daniel Defoe lampooned the idea of a “true-
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born Englishman” as “in fact a fiction…A
metaphor invented to express/A man a-kin to
BMMUIFVOJWFSTFw
A U S T
3FDFOU %/" FWJEFODF IBT TIPXO UIBU B
substantial core of the British population has
a genetic commonality going back over  millennia and a surprising cousinage to the pre*OEPo&VSPQFBO#BTRVFQPQVMBUJPOPG&VSPQF¹
Throughout its history, Britain has seen waves
of settlers arriving and intermingling with this
BODJFOU TUPDL *UT EBVHIUFS OBUJPOT  BOE QBSticularly America, have been enormously successful in maintaining the unique template of
its society and culture while integrating waves
of immigrants, both voluntary and involuntary,
JOUPUIBUUFNQMBUFɩJTTUSPOHMZTVHHFTUTUIBU
the unique strengths of Anglosphere society lie
in the template rather than in the materials that
JUPSHBOJ[FT
¹ Michael Weale et al. i:$ISPNPTPNF&WJEFODF
for Anglo–Saxon Mass Migration,” Molecular
Biology and Evolution  7PM ðø ñïïñ  QQ ðïï÷oðïñð 
abstract at http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/
abstract/// "QSJMðõ ñïïö 
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ɩFSFMJHJPVTBSHVNFOUJTFRVBMMZJODPSSFDU
Lord Salisbury, one of the most ardently Tory
and Anglican Prime Ministers of th century
Britain, dismissed the “Protestant work ethic”
thesis in a succinct observation: What explained
$BUIPMJD#FMHJVNTQSPTQFSJUZBOEXPSLFUIJD 
The new scholarship of British continuity
TIPXTUIBUQSF3FGPSNBUJPO$BUIPMJD&OHMBOE
managed to be both very English and very
$BUIPMJD )JTUPSJBOT BOE TPDJPMPHJTUT NVTU
therefore set their sights back beyond the
3FGPSNBUJPO GPS BO BOTXFS UP UIF SJEEMF PG
#SJUJTIFYDFQUJPOBMJTN²
How did a smallish island on the periphery of Europe, not overly endowed in learning
or virtue, prosper and flourish in pre-industrial
UJNFT 8IBUXPVMEMFBE#SJUBJOUPTFSWFBTUIF
WFSJUBCMF GPSHF PG NPEFSOJUZ  8IZ EP JUT PĊspring nations outpace and out-innovate, rather than simply mimic, their counterparts and
² See Alan Macfarlane, The Origins of English Individualism: The Family, Property and Social Transition (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, ), and James
Campbell, The Anglo–Saxon State (London: HambleEPO-POEPO ñïïò 
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OFJHICPSTBSPVOEUIFHMPCF ɩJTJTiUIF3JEEMF
PGUIF&OHMJTI4QFBLJOH8PSMEw
The answer can be found in new research
JOUP "OHMPo4BYPO BOE NFEJFWBM &OHMBOE³
England was much more individualistic and
market-oriented than contemporary ContiOFOUBMTPDJFUJFT&OHMBOETGPSNTPGGFVEBMJTN 
monarchy, and constitutionalism were quite
EJĊFSFOU GSPN DPOUJOFOUBM OPSNT ɩFZ HSFX
increasingly different as the Continent abandoned medieval constitutionalism and adopted
BSFTVSHFOU3PNBODJWJMMBX"TUIF$POUJOFOtal powers became military–bureaucratic administrative states,⁴ England’s medieval regime
shifted into a representative limited governNFOUɩFTIBQFPG&OHMJTITQFBLJOHQPMJUJDBM
and social culture has therefore been distinct
³ Macfarlane, Origins of English Individualism,
and Alan Macfarlane, Marriage and Love in England:
Modes of Reproduction – (Oxford: Blackwell
1VCMJTIFST ðø÷ö 
⁴ Brian Downing, The Military Revolution and
Political Change: Origins of Democracy and Autocracy
in Early Modern Europe 1SJODFUPO  /+ 1SJODFUPO
University Press, ), and Francis Fukuyama, Trust:
The Social Virtues and the Creation of Prosperity (New
:PSL'SFF1SFTT ðøøô 
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BOE DPOUJOVPVT PWFS UIF QBTU ð ôïï ZFBST 5Pday’s American sheriff is a descendant of the
0ME&OHMJTITIJSFSFFWFɩF/BUJPOBM(VBSETman harks back directly to the Anglo–Saxon
NJMJUJBNBO
C  C
New research into American history and
that of other Anglosphere colonies demonstrates the continuity of culture in transoceanic
TFUUMFNFOU )JTUPSJBO %BWJE )BDLFUU 'JTDIFS
has documented how the differing regional
British origins affected American “streams of
settlement” and determined regional cultural
EJWFSTJUZJOFBSMZ"NFSJDB⁵ These regional cultures were carried across the continent, and
their distinctions became the basis of internal
divisions in American culture and politics that
IBWFTVSWJWFEUPUIJTEBZ⁶
⁵ David Hackett Fischer, Albion’s Seed: Four British Folkways in America /FX:PSL0YGPSE6OJWFSTJUZ
1SFTT ðøøð 
⁶ Kevin Phillips, The Cousins’ Wars: Religion, Politics, and the Triumph of Anglo–America /FX :PSL
)BSQFS$PMMJOT  ñïïï  8BMUFS 3VTTFMM .FBE  Special Providence: American Foreign Policy and How It
Changed the World /FX:PSL3PVUMFEHF ñïïñ BOE
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An emerging school of thought on the
American colonial period envisions a “transatlantic constitution” joining Britain, America,
and the West Indies into a transatlantic space
united by common law and a system for appealing decisions that ran unbroken from colonial
DPVSUT UP UIF 1SJWZ $PVODJM JO -POEPO⁷ The
QPTU3FWPMVUJPOBSZ "NFSJDBO QSBDUJDF PG iKVdicial review” can be considered a reinvention
PG UIF QSF3FWPMVUJPOBSZ QSBDUJDF PG SFWJFXing colonial laws for “repugnance to the law of
&OHMBOEw⁸"GUFSUIF"NFSJDBO3FWPMVUJPO UIF
need to maintain a close economic relationship
between Britain and America led to the adoption of judicial review in a series of cases suppressing populist impediments to British inWFTUNFOU#SJUBJOIBT BGUFSBMM CFFO"NFSJDBT
principal foreign source of capital since ,
Michael Barone, Our First Revolution: The Remarkable British Upheaval That Inspired America’s Founding
Fathers /FX:PSL$SPXO ñïïö 
⁷ Daniel Hulsebosch, “A Discrete and Cosmopolitan Minority: The Loyalists, the Atlantic World, and
UIF 0SJHJOT PG +VEJDJBM 3FWJFX w Chicago-Kent Law
Review 7PMöó ñïïõ 
⁸ Mary Bilder, “The Corporate Origins of Judicial
3FWJFX wYale Law Journal 7PMððõ ñïïõ 
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and solutions to legal problems needed to be
BDDFQUBCMFUPCPUIQBSUJFT⁹
Thus, the new picture of the Anglosphere
emerging from recent research turns many of
the intellectual and academic stereotypes of the
QBTUIVOESFEZFBSTPOUIFJSIFBETɩFJEFBUIBU
there are inevitable stages of history through
which all societies transition, as if on iron rails,
JTVOTVTUBJOBCMF
England never had a “peasant agricultural
TUBHFw JO $POUJOFOUBM &VSPQFBO GBTIJPO *O
fact, the English have been remarkably individualistic, market-oriented, and willing to be
bound by contract-based agreements and social
TUSVDUVSFTBTGBSCBDLBTXSJUUFOSFDPSETFYJTU¹⁰
Indeed, archeological evidence suggests that
these patterns stem back from at least the time
of Anglo–Saxon settlement of England in the
th century; James Campbell’s work, for example, takes note of the large volume of silver
coinage found in Anglo–Saxon sites, indicating a much more market-oriented economy in
⁹ Hulsebosch, “A Discrete and Cosmopolitan
.JOPSJUZw
¹⁰ Macfarlane, Origins of English Individualism
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&OHMBOE UIBO PO UIF %BSL "HF $POUJOFOU¹¹
Furthermore, nuclear families, living apart
from either set of parents, as opposed to extended, multi-generational households, seem to
have dominated English domestic patterns as
GBSCBDLBTDBOCFEFUFSNJOFE¹²
3BUIFSUIBOCFJOHBSFTQPOTFUPUIF1SPUFTUBOU3FGPSNBUJPOBOEUIF*OEVTUSJBM3FWPMVtion, these “modern” social patterns of marriage
and property management are, in fact, part of
UIFFYQMBOBUJPOPGXIZUIF*OEVTUSJBM3FWPMVUJPOIBEJUTPSJHJOTJO&OHMBOE4JNJMBSMZ UIF
QBUUFSOPGUIF3FGPSNBUJPOJOUIF#SJUJTI*TMFT 
with its unique set of churches—Anglican,
Methodist, Congregationalist, Presbyterian,
and Quaker—was apparently a product of this
VOJRVF&OHMJTITPDJPMPHZSBUIFSUIBOJUTDBVTF
I  G
(FPHSBQIZ EPFT TFFN UP IBWF QMBZFE B
part in shaping English, British, and then
"OHMPTQIFSF FYDFQUJPOBMJTN ɩF TFB CSPVHIU
Anglo–Saxon, Scandinavian, and Norman
¹¹ Campbell, The Anglo–Saxon State
¹² Macfarlane, Marriage and Love in England
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JOWBEFST UP UIF #SJUJTI *TMFT #SJUBJOT &OHMJTI
Channel “moat” shaped all the states that esUBCMJTIFE UIFNTFMWFT PO UIF JTMBOE 0ODF UIF
English learned how to build and maintain a
navy,¹³ they were able to enjoy a unique balance of proximity and distance from the rest
PG&VSPQFɩFJTMBOEIBEFBTZBDDFTTUPUSBEF
on the Continent but was distant enough (via
tricky Channel crossings) to be insulated from
the Continent’s cycles of dynastic and religious
XBST"TBSFTVMU UIFDPVOUSZTJEFNBJOUBJOFEB
continuity of state administration, law, adjudication, property titles, and a generation-by-generation accumulation of wealth that provided a
unique combination of security and prosperity
VONBUDIFE JO QSFNPEFSO UJNFT¹⁴ Can any
other nation point to a Domesday Book, which
records towns, villages, and watermills still
TUBOEJOHBUIPVTBOEZFBSTMBUFS
¹³ /JDIPMBT " . 3PEHFS  The Safeguard of the
Sea: A Naval History of Britain – (London:
Penguin, ), and The Command of the Ocean: A
Naval History of Britain – /FX:PSL88
/PSUPO ñïïó 
¹⁴ Alan Macfarlane, The Savage Wars of Peace
/FX:PSL1BMHSBWF.BDNJMMBO ñïïò 
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Britain’s unique geography allowed it to
FTDBQFUIFOFFEGPSUIFDFOUSBMJ[FECVSFBVDSBUJD
states created by its Continental counterparts
during the military revolution of the th and
ðöUIDFOUVSJFT&OHMBOEIBEOPOFFEUPDSFBUF
mass conscript armies or ruinous, expropriatory
UBYBUJPO¹⁵ Instead, its social structure continued to evolve from medieval constitutionalism
to a system with limited Crown powers held in
DIFDLCZUIFOFDFTTJUZGPS1BSMJBNFOUBSZBTTFOU
England retained common law and actively reTJTUFEUIFJNQPTJUJPOPG3PNBOMBX VOMJLFPUIFS
QBSUTPG&VSPQF#ZEPJOHTP &OHMBOEXBTBCMF
UPEFWFMPQVOJRVFPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMGPSNTTVDIBT
the law of trusts, which, unlike the corporation
PG 3PNBO MBX  XBT B WFIJDMF GPS CVTJOFTT BOE
civil affairs that did not require the prior apQSPWBMPGUIFTUBUF¹⁶
Although England, in common with other
medieval European systems, used a form of corporation for city charters, universities, crownHSBOUFE NPOPQPMJFT  DPMPOJ[BUJPO DPNQBOJFT 
¹⁵ Downing, The Military Revolution and Political
Change BOE3PEHFS Command of the Ocean
¹⁶ Alan Macfarlane, The Making of the Modern
World /FX:PSL1BMHSBWF.BDNJMMBO ñïïñ 
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and similar purposes, it was not the same as
BOFWFSZEBZCVTJOFTTTUSVDUVSF8IFO&OHMJTI
speaking jurisdictions later adopted widespread
use of the corporation in the th century, they
already had had centuries of experience with
private institutions that had corporate legal
JEFOUJUJFT ɩFTF JOTUJUVUJPOT XFSF UIF BODJFOU
GPVOEBUJPO PG &OHMJTI DJWJM TPDJFUZ ɩF CVTJness laws of the English-speaking world fundamentally changed the nature of the corporation
from a grant of monopoly to a general-purpose,
nFYJCMFJOTUJUVUJPOGPSDBSSZJOHPOCVTJOFTT6Oder the English system, forming a corporation
became simply a matter of registering it rather
UIBOTFFLJOHUIFBQQSPWBMPGUIFMFHJTMBUVSF
Thus, both English society and societies
that developed from it possessed the legal and
cultural foundations for a strong civil society
capable of conducting business and other activities that were regulated by law but outside
PGUIFEJSFDUDPOUSPMPGUIFTUBUFɩFTFTPDJFUJFT
remained considerably more open to social innovation and mobility than their Continental
counterparts, and this difference continues to
this day with practical implications in areas such
BTUIFGPSNBUJPOPGFOUSFQSFOFVSJBMDPNQBOJFT
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A D P E
Building on this strong base, a series of
historical shifts drove a distinct political evoluUJPO JO UIF &OHMJTITQFBLJOH XPSME $POWFOtional wisdom claims that the daughter-nations
of Britain formed essential and distinct national
characteristics early in their histories, in part as
a result of the influence of frontier areas, and
that the disparate population streams that subsequently immigrated to these nations caused
yet more divergence from ancient English soDJBMQBUUFSOT#VUUIJTWJFXPGIJTUPSZEPFTOPU
hold up under close examination of modern soDJBMQBUUFSOTJOUIF"OHMPTQIFSF¹⁷3BUIFS UIF
emerging sociohistorical picture is one of an
Anglosphere cultural pattern with deep roots
and continuities, supporting the most diverse
DJUJ[FOSZPOUIFQMBOFU
How did this pattern spread from Britain
UPBHMPCBMOFUXPSL )PXXBTUIJTQBUUFSOSFQlicated, and how did it ensure continuity among
JUTNFNCFSOBUJPOT
¹⁷ Frederick Turner, “The Significance of the
Frontier in American History,” in Proceedings of the
State Historical Society of Wisconsin, December ,
ð÷øò
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The Anglo–Saxons settled southern Scotland at roughly the same time as England, producing a state that exhibited a pattern similar
UPUIBUPGJUTTPVUIFSOOFJHICPS*OUIFXPSETPG
James Campbell, “It is as if there was a second
&OHMBOE BOEJUXBTDBMMFE4DPUMBOEw¹⁸ Anglo–
Saxon nobles fleeing the Norman conquerors
found a welcome haven in heavily Anglo–SaxPOJOnVFODFE4DPUMBOE*OUIFGPMMPXJOHDFOUVSJFT UIF#PSEFS3FJWFST NFBOXIJMF BSCJUSBHFE
the similar social systems across the boundBSZ CFUXFFO 4DPUMBOE BOE &OHMBOE 4DPUUJTI
Calvinist reformer John Knox’s decision that
the Scottish church should publish its Bible
in English rather than Scots placed Scotland
firmly down the path of linguistic commonalJUZ XJUI &OHMBOE 4UVBSU 4DPUUJTI NPOBSDIT 
from James I through Queen Anne, concluded
this pattern with both a de facto and de jure
QPMJUJDBMVOJPO
The manner in which the union was acDPNQMJTIFEXBTBMTPTJHOJmDBOU%VSJOH0MJWFS
Cromwell’s brief Commonwealth period, the
English-speaking world experienced its first
¹⁸ Campbell, The Anglo–Saxon State
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and only comprehensive unitary state under a
XSJUUFODPOTUJUVUJPOUIF*OTUSVNFOUPG(PWFSONFOUɩF3FTUPSBUJPOVOEJEUIJTVOJUBSZTUBUF 
BOEUIFQFSJPEPGNJMJUBSJMZFOGPSDFEDFOUSBMJ[BUJPOUIBUGPMMPXFEQSPWFEWFSZUSBVNBUJD
When the pressure of events finally drove
England and Scotland to negotiate a union a
half-century later, Scotland (negotiating its first
Lockean bargain, as will be discussed below)
was very careful to preserve the autonomy of
three critical national institutions: the Church
of Scotland; the educational system, including
its independent universities; and its distinct leHBMTZTUFNɩJTBVUPOPNZIBEJNQPSUBOUBOE
VOBOUJDJQBUFEDPOTFRVFODFT
At a time when most European states were
obsessed with their role as final moral arbiter by
means of state churches and their rules, the new
#SJUJTIVOJPOEJEOPUGPMMPXTVJU'PSFYBNQMF 
the Church of England deemed marriage a
TBDSBNFOU BOE UIVT JOTPMVCMF ɩF $IVSDI PG
Scotland, however, deemed it a covenant, and
marriages could be made or dissolved just as
BOZPUIFSDJWJMDPOUSBDUDPVMEɩF#SJUJTITUBUF
DPVME FOGPSDF FBDI SVMJOH XJUI FRVBM [FBM JO
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each jurisdiction, but it could hardly claim to be
FOGPSDJOHBVOJWFSTBMNPSBMUSVUIJOEPJOHTP
The British state discovered, long before
Continental Europe, the idea of the state as
enforcer of a general framework within which
moral rules might operate, but it left all but
the most generally applicable moral judgments
up to the individual churches and, ultimately,
UIFJOEJWJEVBMi.BSSJBHFXBTHPPE wJUTBJEJO
effect, but it no longer determined, as a state,
FYBDUMZXIBULJOEPGNBSSJBHFXBTHPPE
The Union of  created a limited but
nonetheless significant model for a broader,
TUSVDUVSBM FNCSBDF PG UPMFSBUJPO 6OMJLF UIF
expedient “toleration” practiced under the later
Stuarts, it could not be undone by a single act
PG 1BSMJBNFOU ɩF TUSVDUVSF PG UIF 5SFBUZ PG
Union prevented any retreat from the toleration it established, creating in effect a one-way
SBUDIFU 1PMJUJDBM SJHIUT BEWBODFE BT XFMM BOE
were extended first to Protestant dissenters and
then to Catholics, Jews, and, ultimately, all
#SJUJTITVCKFDUT
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A C P
In a sense, English society started as a colPOJ[JOHQSPDFTTɩF"OHMPo4BYPODPORVFSPST
of England possessed more advanced agricultural techniques than those of the native BritPOT "OHMPo4BYPO DPNNVOJUJFT XFSF BCMF UP
exploit land that had remained previously unDVMUJWBUFE 'PS DFOUVSJFT BGUFSXBSET  DPNNFScial companies of English settlers were formed
UPDPMPOJ[FMBOETJOTPVUIFSO8BMFTBOEFBTUFSO
*SFMBOE VTJOH"OHMPo4BYPOUFDIOJRVFT¹⁹
#Z UIF UJNF UIF 7JSHJOJB $PNQBOZ XBT
formed in , the economic and social temQMBUFGPSTVDIDPMPOJ[BUJPODPNQBOJFTIBEMPOH
been established, and all subsequent American
WFOUVSFTGPMMPXFEUIFTBNFQBUUFSOɩFTFDPMPOJ[BUJPODPNQBOJFTXFSFWBSJBOUTPGUIFNFEJeval chartered corporation, similar to the tradJOH DPNQBOJFT PS UIF DIBSUFSFE DJUJFT "MM PG
these corporations were self-governing within
the scope of their charters and included an asTFNCMZPGNFNCFSTPSUIFJSSFQSFTFOUBUJWFT
¹⁹ 33%BWJFT The First English Empire: Power
and Identities in the British Isles – (Oxford:
0YGPSE6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT ñïïô 
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For the Jamestown colonists, it was natuSBM UP DPOWFOF TVDI BO BTTFNCMZ JO ðõðø *OJUJBMMZ JUXBTOPNPSFJOUFOEFEGPSUIF7JSHJOJB
$PNQBOZ UP CF HPWFSOFE GSPN 7JSHJOJB UIBO
for today’s administrator of NASA to have his
office on the Moon; but once governance of the
Company moved to the New World, the means
BOENFUIPEPGUSBOTGFSSJOHBOEEFDFOUSBMJ[JOH
UIFBENJOJTUSBUJPOXFSFXFMMVOEFSTUPPE
In the transfer, English-speaking society,
in all its elaboration, expanded seamlessly across
UIF "UMBOUJD ɩF 7JSHJOJBOT XFSF GPMMPXFE
RVJDLMZ UIFSFBGUFS CZ UIF 1MZNPVUI DPMPOJTUT
The Pilgrims, in turn, generated the Mayflower
Compact, acquiring what English colonists
XFSF FYQFDUFE UP IBWF B XSJUUFO DIBSUFS
Although the location in the New World was
novel, the form and nature of their activity
was highly familiar—so much so that London
MBXZFSTESBXJOHVQUIF7JSHJOJB$PNQBOZBOE
subsequent charters treated them as routine
MFHBMNBUUFST
The contrast with other European colonial
experiences could not be greater: Spain and
France were obsessed with administrative control from the center and the prevention of any
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WFTUJHF PG MPDBM BVUPOPNZ²⁰ Even the Dutch,
who had a highly developed system of local and
provincial self-government at home, had great
trouble transplanting even rudimentary administrative machinery to New Amsterdam or the
$BQFPG(PPE)PQFɩFZOFWFSNBOBHFEUP
replicate in their settlements the sophisticated
representative institutions that flourished at
IPNF*UUPPLðòóZFBSTGSPNUIFBSSJWBMPGUIF
Dutch for the first court beyond Cape Town to
be formed, even though settlement by that time
IBEFYQBOEFEXFMMCFZPOEJU²¹
Some of the Continental struggle with deDFOUSBMJ[BUJPOXBTEVFUPUIFSJHJEJUZPG3PNBO
DJWJMMBX&OHMJTITQFBLJOHGSPOUJFSDPNNVOJties often had a few lawyers ride in with copies
PG#MBDLTUPOFJOUIFJSTBEEMFCBHT"MPOHDBNF
the first storekeeper, and then the Methodist
DJSDVJUSJEFS#FGPSFMPOH BDPVOUZPSUFSSJUPSZ
XPVMECFTFUVQ+VEHFTBOETIFSJĊTXPVMECF
²⁰ $MBVEJP7ÏMJ[ The New World of the Gothic Fox:
Culture and Economy in English and Spanish America
#FSLFMFZ6OJWFSTJUZPG$BMJGPSOJB1SFTT ðøøó 
²¹ Noel Mostert, Frontiers: The Epic of South Africa’s Creation and the Tragedy of the Xhosa People (New
:PSL,OPQG ðøøñ 
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BQQPJOUFEPSFMFDUFE+VSJFTXPVMECFDPOWFOFE
English-speaking society had long ago created
a do-it-yourself polity-generating toolkit that
required, at best, only the vaguest blessing of
EJTUBOUBVUIPSJUZ8JUIJU UIF&OHMJTITQFBLJOH
peoples were able to create a vast and dispersed
cultural space inhabited by a wide variety of
TFMGHPWFSOJOHDPNNVOJUJFT
Within this common cultural space exists
a diverse group of regional and national communities, each with substantially distinct and
persistent cultural characteristics that stem
primarily from diverse regional origins in the
GBSGSPNIPNPHFOFPVT #SJUJTI *TMFT²² These
cultural communities can be thought of as
GPSNJOHUIFGBCSJDPGUIF"OHMPTQIFSF
B C
  L B
At the base of the Anglosphere are what
might be termed Burkean communities: gradual
accretions of networks of civic association and
TIBSFEVOEFSTUBOEJOHT*OUVSO UIFTF#VSLFBO
communities are tied together by wider Lock²² Fischer, Albion’s Seed
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ean bargains: conscious, collective negotiations
between widely disparate communities for the
purpose of forming yet larger entities that subsequently accumulate their own ties of narraUJWFɩF#SJUJTI6OJPOPGðöïöXBTUIFmSTUPG
UIFTF ɩF TVCTFRVFOU "NFSJDBO  $BOBEJBO 
and Australian unions give concrete examples
PGIPXUIF&OHMJTINPEFMXBTFMBCPSBUFE
Using this new historical perspective, we
can see that none of the nations of the Englishspeaking world ever fit the Continental European ideal of the nation-state: all speakers of
one language encompassed within a single borEFS0OMZEVSJOHUIFCSJFGTUSFUDIGSPNðöïöUP
 were all English speakers united in a single
TUBUFTUSVDUVSFɩFVOXJMMJOHOFTTPGUIBUTUBUFT
ruling circles to negotiate a Lockean bargain
among its parts, as Benjamin Franklin and others sought, led to the dissolution of the “transBUMBOUJDDPOTUJUVUJPOw
The American union followed the model
PGUIF#SJUJTIVOJPO"QSPWJTJPOBMVOJPOXBT
created in ; extended inadequately enough,
through the Articles of Confederation after
UIF 3FWPMVUJPO  UP TQVS UIF DPOWFOJOH PG UIF
Constitutional Convention in ; and finally,
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after intense debate and ratification by nine
of the original  states in , made permanent when the Constitution went into effect in
.BSDIðö÷ø
The new American union followed the
template of the British union in several key reTQFDUT²³ In particular, it barred the federal government from any role as ultimate enforcer of
a particular ethical or religious vision, excepting only that which was implicit in the comNPOMBXɩF'JSTU"NFOENFOUTTFQBSBUJPOPG
church and state explicitly extended the logic
of the British Treaty of Union to the multiple
religions in America (although churches established by the individual states did continue
JOUP UIF ð÷òïT  ɩF "NFSJDBO TUBUF  MJLF UIF
British, rejected the European concept of what
Michael Oakeshott calls the “enterprise state”:
one that has empowered itself to determine the
optimum “moral and proper” way of life for its
people and to impose that vision upon its citi[FOT²⁴ Instead, the American union accepted
²³ Barone, Our First Revolution, and Phillips, The
Cousins’ Wars
²⁴ See, for example, Michael Oakeshott, On Human Conduct /FX :PSL 0YGPSE 6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT 
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the implicit values of the British union, made
them explicit, and declared them universally
BQQMJDBCMF
Britain and its other national children, including America, came to think of a nation in a
way that was quite distinct from the ContinenUBMWJTJPO*O&VSPQF #VSLFBODPNNVOJUJFT
coherent communities bound by a network of
associations, blood ties, common sentiment,
and shared history—would be considered the
TJOHMFFMFNFOUOFDFTTBSZUPGPSNBOBUJPOTUBUF
Small differences in language, such as those between Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian, were
considered sufficient justification for separate
OBUJPOTPOUIF$POUJOFOU
But the great unions of the Anglosphere
encompassed several, and usually many,
#VSLFBODPNNVOJUJFT8IBUUJFEUIFTFVOJPOT
together originally was the Lockean bargain:
the conscious, negotiated, and debated agreements among the various Burkean communiUJFTUPUJFUIFJSGPSUVOFTUPHFUIFSɩFSFBTPOT
for doing so were generally pressing: national
Clarendon Paperback, ; originally published
ðøöô 
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security, economic advantage, and common
QSPKFDUT QBSUJDVMBSMZUSBOTQPSUBUJPOQSPKFDUT
t

t

t

The British union was a bargain based
on mutual security against a Jacobite
restoration, the creation of a wider
economic space, and the financial
relief of Scotland from the burdens
of the Darien fiasco, which had
threatened to bankrupt the Scots both
JOEJWJEVBMMZBOEDPMMFDUJWFMZ
The American union promised mutual security against encircling European colonies on all sides and offered
the prosperity of a common economic
TQBDF 5SBOTHSFTTJPOT BHBJOTU UIJT
space by protectionist member states
were the immediate cause of the Constitutional Convention, which asTVNFEUIFTUBUFT3FWPMVUJPOBSZ8BS
debts and established programs for
badly needed navigational aids and
QPTUSPBET
The Canadian union was fueled by the
OFFE UP PSHBOJ[F $BOBEJBO EFGFOTFT
against a United States whose power
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t

was vividly demonstrated during its
$JWJM 8BS *U BMTP SFnFDUFE UIF OFFE
to create a more proactive common
economic space to offset the growing
FDPOPNJD BUUSBDUJPO PG "NFSJDB ɩF
union made possible the financing of
a transcontinental railroad in order to
keep western Canada from joining the
6OJUFE4UBUFT
The Australian union promised a
CFUUFS EFGFOTF BHBJOTU (FSNBO FYpansionism in Papua and Samoa and
against the rising power of Japan after
UIF 4JOPo+BQBOFTF 8BS ɩF "VTUSBlian union abolished intra-colonial
trade barriers in order to increase economic activity and, as in the case of
Canada, allowed the financing of a
USBOT"VTUSBMJBOSBJMSPBE

The driving force of Anglosphere states has
typically been a conscious union: a pragmatic
CBSHBJOPWFSNVUVBMMZVTFGVMJUFNTɩJTGBDUJT
sometimes offered up polemically as proof that
one or another of the Anglosphere’s unions is
“artificial” and therefore unequal to an “or-
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HBOJDwOBUJPOTUBUF-JOEB$PMMFZTEFDPOTUSVDtion of the making of the British state²⁵ and
Tom Nairn’s derision of the United Kingdom as
“Ukania”²⁶BSFUXPFYBNQMFTɩJTMJOFPGBSHVment, however, needlessly accepts the idea of
the European nation-state as some sort of uniWFSTBMTUBOEBSE0WFSUJNF FBDIPGUIFTF"Oglosphere unions subsequently developed ties of
FNPUJPOBTXFMMBTUJFTPGBHSFFNFOUɩSPVHI
shared experience, particularly the shared sacrifices of war, Lincoln’s “mystic cords of memPSZwBQQFBSFEJOBMMPGUIFTFOBUJPOT-PDLFBO
CBSHBJOTUIFSFCZBDRVJSFE#VSLFBOSFTPOBODF
D F
Surprisingly to some, this cross-woven
construction of Burkean warp and Lockean
XPPG IBT DSFBUFE SFNBSLBCMZ EVSBCMF GBCSJDT
Each of the Anglosphere unions has weathered
bitter wars against powerful totalitarian foes, as
well as internal dissensions that tore other, sup²⁵ Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation –
 /FX )BWFO  $POO :BMF 6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT 
ðøøñ 
²⁶ Thomas Nairn, After Britain: New Labour and
the Return of Scotland -POEPO(SBOUB ñïïï 
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QPTFEMZiPSHBOJDwTUBUFTBQBSU'VSUIFSNPSF UIF
Anglosphere unions remained remarkably free
of totalitarian parties of the sort that cropped
VQ JO BMNPTU FWFSZ PUIFS JOEVTUSJBMJ[FE OBUJPO3BUIFSUIBONFBTVSF"OHMPTQIFSFTUBUFT
against a foreign ideal that is alien to it, we
would do better to understand the real nature
of the powerful and effective social forms that
XFIBWFDSFBUFE
Though the Anglosphere state has avoided
developing along the lines of the Continental
enterprise-state model, it has hardly been an
ideal laissez-faire TUBUF ɩF &OHMJTI  JO QBSticular, achieved an end to internal violence
far earlier than their Continental rivals did,
and this paved the way for a relatively strong
administrative state that offered access to the
enforcement of property rights that was more
widespread and adjudication of disputes much
further down the social scale than Europe ofGFSFE "GUFS 4JS *TBBD /FXUPOT DVSSFODZ SFforms at the end of the th century, the EngMJTIDPVMENPCJMJ[FSFTPVSDFTBUIBMGUIFDPTUPG
UIFJS$POUJOFOUBMDPNQFUJUPST4BNVFM1FQZTT
administrative reforms had already created a
Navy that was capable of exploiting this cheap
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financing: a powerful institution whose equipment needs fostered the emergence of the th
DFOUVSZTJOEVTUSJBMSFWPMVUJPO²⁷
This pattern of vigorous but limited state
action continues: The Anglosphere has never
hesitated to use state power on a case-by-case
CBTJT)FHFMTBJEUIBUUIFTUBUFTDBSDFMZFYJTUFE
JO"NFSJDB#ZUIJT IFNFBOUUIF&VSPQFBO
style enterprise state, which was the only kind
PGTUBUFIFLOFX:FU"OHMPTQIFSFTUBUFTIBWF
PGUFOCFFOFĊFDUJWFBUiFOUFSQSJTJOHw8IFOUIF
need has arisen (usually the need for national
defense), they have been able to create a long
series of remarkably effective institutions sponsored, financed, or sometimes operated by the
TUBUFɩFTFXPSLTSBOHFGSPNUIF3PZBM/BWZ
dockyards to the Erie Canal to the Tennessee
7BMMFZBOE$PMVNCJB3JWFSEBNT XIJDIQSPvided electrical power needed for the developNFOUPGUIFBUPNJDCPNCJO8PSME8BS**ɩF
latter, interestingly enough, have now become
the sites of choice for the massive server farms
PG UIF *OGPSNBUJPO "HF *O FBDI DBTF  UIFTF
²⁷ 3PEHFS Command of the Ocean
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state projects transformed the landscapes and
FDPOPNJFTPGUIF"OHMPTQIFSF
3FDFOU IJTUPSJDBM SFTFBSDI  UIFO  TVHHFTUT
UIBU"OHMPTQIFSFFYDFQUJPOBMJTNJTSFBM*UJTUIF
result of a number of unique historical circumTUBODFTBOEUVSOTPGFWFOUT*OSFTQPOTFUPUIFTF
events, social forms and mechanisms were created that harnessed human intelligence, skill,
and enterprise to solve the problems of material
scarcity and effective defense against both inUFSOBM BOE FYUFSOBM UISFBUT "OE UIFTF NFDIanisms operated in turn by harnessing what
UIFFDPOPNJTUQIJMPTPQIFS'")BZFLDBMMFE
emergent phenomena, or what James Surowiecki
IBTDBMMFEUIFiXJTEPNPGDSPXETw²⁸
England and its daughter polities took the
TPQIJTUJDBUFE NBSLFU NFDIBOJTNT PG UIF 3FOBJTTBODF XIJDIDBNFUP&OHMBOEWJBUIFÏNJHSÏ mOBODJFST PG -POEPOT -PNCBSE 4USFFU ²⁹
²⁸ See James Surowiecki, The Wisdom of Crowds:
Why the Many Are Smarter Than the Few and How Collective Wisdom Shapes Business, Economies, Societies, and
Nations /FX:PSL%PVCMFEBZ ñïïó 
²⁹ 3PEOFZ4UBSL The Victory of Reason: How Christianity Led to Freedom, Capitalism, and Western Success
/FX:PSL3BOEPN)PVTF ñïïô 
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and combined them with elements of the protorepresentative institutions of medieval constitutionalism, such as Parliament and corporate
self-governing assemblies, as well as instituUJPOT PG UIF &OHMJTI DPNNPO MBX ɩF SFTVMU
XBTUISFFJOGPSNBUJPOBMQSPEVDUT
t

t

The new, more sophisticated mechanisms of the resulting market economies, such as bond markets and, later,
stock exchanges, drew on the distributed and emergent wisdom of the sum
of the market participants to produce
a superior informational product: a
national or even worldwide price for a
DPNNPEJUZ
Similarly, the representative institution of a regularly elected legislature
chosen from competing parties produced another superior informational
product: the informed assent of those
elements of society whose willing coPQFSBUJPO NBYJNJ[FE UIF OBUJPOBM
QPMJUJDBM XJMM ɩF QPMJUJDBM FMFNFOUT
were drawn at first from a relatively
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t

small pool but over time grew to inDMVEFBMMBEVMUT
Finally, the common law system
created a third and complementary
informational product: a consensus of
fairness and justice in the society, as
TVNNBSJ[FEJOUIFDPSQPSBUFXJTEPN
of the English bench and later in the
printed body of reported precedents
and verdicts reached by jurors within
DPNNPO MBX DPVSUT "HBJO  UIF
jury pool was drawn initially from a
relatively narrow base but eventually
FYQBOEFEUPJODMVEFBEVMUDJUJ[FOTBT
BXIPMF

In each case, these informational products
were vastly superior to those derived by the
top-down fiat of the bureaucratic states of the
$POUJOFOU6OMJLFUIFmYFEQSJDFTPG&VSPQFBO
state monopoly corporations, the royal decrees
of absolute monarchies, or the rulings derived
from an autocratically imposed corpus of civil
MBX EFDFOUSBMJ[FEEFDJTJPONBLJOHFOBCMFEUIF
&OHMJTITUBUFUPFOKPZTVTUBJOFEBEWBOUBHFT
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Three centuries of such mechanisms (for
these mechanisms began to acquire real sophistication toward the end of the th century) have led to what is now the sophisticated
JOTUJUVUJPOBM TFU PG UIF "OHMPTQIFSF 0UIFS
societies, particularly the strong civil societies
of Northern Europe and Japan, have copied or
evolved similar mechanisms, but they have not
DPQJFEPSFWPMWFEUIFFOUJSFTFUɩJTBQQFBSTUP
be the underlying explanation for the persistent
FYDFQUJPOBMJTNPGUIF"OHMPTQIFSF

=  =
The Anglosphere
Distinction:
Why It Matters
E      of a diWFSTFTFUPGEFWFMPQFEBOEEFWFMPQJOHOBUJPOT
It has become the de factoMBOHVBHFPGHMPCBMJ[BUJPO ɩF HSFBU NBKPSJUZ PG FEVDBUFE  HMPCBMMZ
engaged people in Europe, Asia, Latin America,
BOE"GSJDBIBWFTPNFnVFODZJO&OHMJTI.BOZ
IBWF OFBSOBUJWF BCJMJUJFT 8IZ  UIFO  TIPVME
the linguistic abilities of Americans, Britons,
or Indians give them more than a modest adWBOUBHFJOBHMPCBMJ[FEXPSME *TJUBOBEWBOtage readily overcome by a bit more investment
JO&OHMJTIMBOHVBHFDMBTTFTJO(VBOH[IPVBOE
(SFOPCMF ¹
¹ 3BGBFM-B1PSUBet al., “Trust in Large Organi[BUJPOT w American Economic Review Papers and Proceedings, May ; reprinted in Partha Dasgupta and
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3FDFOU SFTFBSDI TVHHFTUT UIBU CFJOH
English-speaking and common law–based is
more reliable than geography, ethnic makeup,
or traditional development criteria as a predictor
PG OBUJPOBM TUBUVT BOE CFIBWJPS²  3BOLFE PO
productivity per capita, the English-speaking
nations stand distinctly ahead of other developed
OBUJPOT"NPOHUIFN UIF6OJUFE4UBUFTSBOLT
mSTUBOETUBOETJOBDMBTTCZJUTFMG$BOBEB XJUI
productivity equivalent to  percent of that of
UIF 64  JT TFDPOE³ (Interestingly enough,
$BOBEB JT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ññò QFSDFOU 'SFODI
speaking, which suggests that English-speaking
$BOBEBNBZCFBMNPTUFRVBMUPUIF64CVU
Canadian productivity data are not broken out
by home language, so such a supposition cannot
CFFBTJMZWFSJmFE⁴)
Even more remarkable, in ranking developing nations, former British colonies retainIsmael Serageldin, Social Capital: A Multifaceted Perspective 8BTIJOHUPO %$8PSME#BOL ðøøø 
² Ibid
³ Central Intelligence Agency, The World Factbook, at www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/rankorder
/rank.html "QSJMðõ ñïïö 
⁴ Lewis, The Cousins’ Wars
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ing common law and English as a widespread
language have done significantly better than
UIFJSDPVOUFSQBSUTDPMPOJ[FECZPUIFS&VSPQFBO
QPXFST⁵ Even when they share the same geographical attributes and ethnic backgrounds
(Indonesia and Malaysia being the canonical
FYBNQMFT UIFEJTUJODUJPOQFSTJTUT
Taken together, recent studies on values
and culture,⁶ productivity,⁷ development,⁸ and
political liberty⁹ all point to a single conclusion:
The English-speaking, common law–based societies of the world stand apart from all othFST0GUIFXPSMETUPQñïVOJWFSTJUJFT BMMCVU
POFBSFJOUIF"OHMPTQIFSF¹⁰ When the results
⁵ La Porta et al i5SVTUJO-BSHF0SHBOJ[BUJPOTw
⁶ 3POBME*OHMFIBSEUBOE$ISJTUJBO8FM[FM Modernization, Cultural Change and Democracy: The Human Development Sequence (Cambridge: Cambridge
6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT ñïïô 
⁷ Lewis, The Cousins’ Wars
⁸ La Porta et al i5SVTUJO-BSHF0SHBOJ[BUJPOTw
⁹ 3POBME*OHMFIBSEU 3BGBFM-B1PSUB BOE-BXrence Harrison, The Central Liberal Truth: How Politics Can Change a Culture and Save It from Itself (New
:PSL0YGPSE6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT ñïïõ 
¹⁰ i"DBEFNJD3BOLJOHPG8PSME6OJWFSTJUJFT5PQ
 World Universities (–),” at http://ed.sjtu.edu.cn/
rank//ARWU_Top.htm "QSJMðõ ñïïö 
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BSFBEKVTUFEGPSQPQVMBUJPOTJ[F UIFSFTVMUTBSF
even more revealing: Almost all of the world’s
prosperous and/or freest nations with populaUJPOTJ[FTPWFSôNJMMJPOBSFQBSUPGUIF"OHMPTQIFSF ɩJT TVHHFTUT UIBU UIFSF JT TPNFUIJOH
about English-speaking societies that permits
UIFNUPCFCPUIMBSHFBOEGSFF
As might be expected, the economic and
technological performance of the Anglosphere
JTSFnFDUFEJOJUTNJMJUBSZDBQBCJMJUJFT)PXFWFS 
the exceptionalism of the Anglosphere presents
JUTFMGJOPUIFSXBZTBTXFMMɩFQSJODJQBM"OHMPsphere nations (most notably the United States)
IBWFUIFNPTUSPCVTUTFUPGEFGFOTFDBQBCJMJUJFT
They are more likely to spend a higher percentBHFPG(%1UPQVSTVFFĊFDUJWFNJMJUBSZDBQBCJMJUJFTBOEBSFNPSFXJMMJOHUPVTFUIFNɩFZ
also maintain a high degree of interoperability
among themselves in equipment, procurement
standards, training, doctrine, and a shared milJUBSZDPSQPSBUFDVMUVSF¹¹
¹¹ ɩPNBT %VSSFMM :PVOH  i$PPQFSBUJWF %JĊVTJPO ɩSPVHI $VMUVSBM 4JNJMBSJUZ w JO &NJMZ (PMENBOBOE-FTMJF&MJBTPO FET The Diffusion of Military
Technology and Ideas 4UBOGPSE $BMJG4UBOGPSE6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT ñïïò 
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One example of the results of this commonality is the December  tsunami relief
FĊPSU JO "TJB 64 BOE "VTUSBMJBO GPSDFT CFgan combined operations immediately, joined
RVJDLMZUIFSFBGUFSCZ+BQBOFTFGPSDFT$BOBEJBO
troops followed with water purification and
FNFSHFODZ SFTQPOTF UFBNT ɩF JOUFSPQFSBCJMJUZPGBMMPGUIFTFGPSDFTJTOPUTVSQSJTJOHɩFZ
have, after all, practiced combined operations
GPSEFDBEFT
What was interesting was that when Indian forces joined the effort, they also worked
well with Anglosphere forces, despite the lack
of combined operations experience during the
QSFWJPVT ôï ZFBST ɩJT JOUFSPQFSBCJMJUZ JT EVF
partly to the use of English in the Indian Navy,
but it also reflects the institutional culture of
the Indian Navy, which has its roots in the
#SJUJTI3PZBM/BWZ
As will be discussed below, an explicit Anglospherist policy in the areas of defense procurement and technology transfer—especially
decisions about international participation and
technology transfers, such as the F- Joint
Strike Fighter, that are currently underway—is
PG JNNFEJBUF SFMFWBODF ɩF DPOnJDU CFUXFFO
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Anglosphere lines of cooperation and alternaUJWFJEFPMPHJFTNVTUCFSFTPMWFE
ɩF TJNQMF GBDU JT UIBU UIF 64 USVTUT
its core Anglosphere allies with critical
defense information to a degree that is not
possible with other allies or friendly foreign
OBUJPOT )PXFWFS  #SJUBJOT DPNNJUNFOU UP
pan-European defense programs and the
growing enmeshment of British and European
aerospace and defense capabilities create a risk
PG JOBEWFSUFOU UFDIOPMPHZ USBOTGFS " GPSNBM
Anglospherist policy on the part of both the
British and American governments would
EFmOJUJWFMZSFTPMWFTVDIJTTVFT
Intelligence-sharing is a particularly close
FYBNQMF PG JOUSB"OHMPTQIFSF DPPQFSBUJPO
0OF PG UIF GFX JOUFSHPWFSONFOUBM PSHBOJ[Btions to be formed on a purely Anglospherist
basis is Echelon, a highly classified signals-inUFMMJHFODFQSPHSBNSVOKPJOUMZCZUIF64 UIF
6, $BOBEB "VTUSBMJB BOE/FX;FBMBOE
The full value of this area of cooperation
JT CZJUTOBUVSF VOLOPXO.BOZ#SJUJTIQPMJUJcians, initially skeptical of the “special relationship,” have modified their position when taking
B1SJNF.JOJTUFSTIJQi4FFJOHJTCFMJFWJOH wBT
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the saying goes, and perhaps the full value of
Echelon and similar Anglosphere programs
is seen only when politicians reach positions
where they are fully capable of appreciating the
FĊFDUPOUIFJSOBUJPOTTFDVSJUZ

=  =
Where We Stand: A
Nation-by-Nation Survey
T U K
  E U
Of the core Anglosphere nations, other
than the United States, the United Kingdom
JTUIFMBSHFTU CPUIJOUIFTJ[FPGJUTQPQVMBUJPO
BOEJOUIFTJ[FPGJUTFDPOPNZ*UJTBQFSNBOFOU
member of the United Nations Security Council, a nuclear power with an effective deterrent
GPSDF BOEBLFZNFNCFSPG/"50*UBMTPIBT
been a leading contributor of military forces beIJOEUIF64JOFWFSZNJMJUBSZBDUJPOUIF64
IBTQBSUJDJQBUFEJOTJODF7JFUOBNBUUIFTUBSUPG
the invasion of Iraq in , British forces made
VQBUIJSEPGUIFUPUBMJOWBTJPOGPSDF
ɩF6,JTBNFNCFSPGUIF(÷FDPOPNJD
group and has the world’s fourth-largest econPNZ*OBEEJUJPO UIF64BOEUIF6,IBWF
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been the largest single investors in each others’
FDPOPNJFT GPS PWFS B DFOUVSZ *O GBDU  #SJUBJO
IBTCFFOUIFCJHHFTUGPSFJHOJOWFTUPSJOUIF64
TJODFCFGPSFUIF"NFSJDBO3FWPMVUJPO
'PSTFWFSBMDFOUVSJFT 64o6,SFMBUJPOT
have been the core intra-Anglosphere
SFMBUJPOTIJQ &WFO XJUIJO UIF DMPTFTU QFSJPET 
however, good relations have been strained by
FQJTPEFTTVDIBTUIF4VF[JOUFSWFOUJPOPGðøôõ 
the early phase of the Falklands war in , and
UIFQSFTFOUUFOTJPOTPWFS6,QBSUJDJQBUJPOJO
QPTUXBS*SBR
64o6,UFOTJPOTBSFJOFWJUBCMFQSFDJTFMZ
CFDBVTFTPNVDIJTBUTUBLFJOUIJTSFMBUJPOTIJQ
Anglosphere commonality does not alter the
fact that both the British and American unions
are separate states and therefore have their own
interests that will come into conflict, at least
PDDBTJPOBMMZ#BMBODFEBHBJOTUUIJTJTUIFDPOsideration that both nations have so much in
DPNNPO#PUIBSF"OHMPTQIFSFOBUJPOTɩFSF
is an ongoing, shared interest in our common
DJWJMJ[BUJPOUIBUSJTFTBCPWFTIBSFEJOUFSFTUTBT
developed nations, as democracies, or even as
NFNCFST PG 8FTUFSO DJWJMJ[BUJPO ɩF DIBMMFOHF PG 64o6, SFMBUJPOT MJFT JO DSFBUJOH
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systemic mechanisms and drawing on useful
commonalities to mediate, whenever possible,
differences and to provide counterbalances to
DPOnJDUTPGJOUFSFTUXIFOUIFZEPPDDVS
The first goal in dealing with these chalMFOHFTTIPVMECFUPEFDPVQMF64o6,JTTVFT
from multilateral fora involving non-AngloTQIFSFOBUJPOTɩF6OJUFE/BUJPOTJOQBSUJDVlar stands in the way of effective resolution of
64o6,JTTVFTɩJTPSHBOJ[BUJPODBOESBHJO
other national interests that are tangential to
UIPTFPGUIF64BOE6,ɩJSEQBSUJFTNBZ
BUUFNQUUPQMBZ64BHBJOTU6,JOUFSFTUT PS
vice versa UPUIFEFUSJNFOUPGBMM
4QFDJmDBMMZ  UIF 64 TIPVME BWPJE USZJOH
UPBEESFTT64o6,JTTVFTXJUIJOUIFDPOUFYU
PG64o&VSPQFBO6OJPOSFMBUJPOT&WFSTJODF
8PSME8BS** 64GPSFJHOQPMJDZIBTGBWPSFE
European integration and has strongly encourBHFE#SJUJTIQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOBVOJUFE&VSPQF
Both aspects of this policy have been fundamentally mistaken, but the latter has been parUJDVMBSMZTPɩFUIFPSZIBECFFOUIBUBVOJUFE
Europe would be less likely to drag the United
States into another world war and that internal
free trade in Europe would build prosperity and
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DSFBUFGSFFSUSBEFXJUIUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT*UXBT
also felt that Britain’s presence in the councils
of a united Europe would constitute a favorable,
QSP"NFSJDBOWPJDF
In reality, it was not the European Union
but NATO that preserved peace in Western
&VSPQF ɩF UISFBU PG B /"50 "SUJDMF 'JWF
response from a nuclear power was rather
more of a deterrent than any “expression of
DPODFSOwGSPNUIF&VSPQFBO$PNNJTTJPOɩF
customs union did stimulate free trade among
Continental nations, particularly given the
high protectionist tariffs previously prevalent,
CVUUIFHMPCBMGSFFUSBEFQSPDFTTPGUIF("55
(FOFSBM "HSFFNFOU PO 5BSJĊT BOE 5SBEF 
OPXUIF8PSME5SBEF0SHBOJ[BUJPO PS850 
was almost as effective at lowering barriers
and opened the doors of free trade not only in
&VSPQF CVUXPSMEXJEF
The high volume of intra-European trade
BOEUIFCFOFmUTPGTUBOEBSETIBSNPOJ[BUJPOGPS
those involved in such trade, as well as the common background of institutions and structures
among continental Europeans, made the unification program attractive to core European
DPVOUSJFTTVDIBT'SBODF (FSNBOZ BOE*UBMZ
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The funding of infrastructure development and
the freedom of labor movement made membership lucrative to southern Italians, Spaniards,
1PSUVHVFTF BOE(SFFLT"GUFSðø÷ø NFNCFSship in the EU also held out to Eastern Europeans the prospect of inclusion in the free world
and the hope that they would never again fall
VOEFS3VTTJBOEPNJOBUJPO
But for the United Kingdom, the benefits
of European membership were fewer, and the
costs higher, than they were for any other memCFS ɩF QSJDF PG NFNCFSTIJQ IBE CFFO IJHI 
particularly the abandonment of traditional
Commonwealth trade partners who stood outTJEFUIFXBMMTPG&VSPQFBOUBSJĊT
Continental states, even before the unification process began, were primarily intra-EuroQFBOUSBEFSTɩF6,IBEUSBEJUJPOBMMZCFFOB
global trader, and despite  years of European
NFNCFSTIJQ JUTUJMMJT"TQBSUPGNFNCFSTIJQ
JOUIF&6 UIF6,XBTPCMJHFEUPiIBSNPOJ[Fw
with European standards on almost all aspects
PG JUT JOEVTUSJBM BOE DPNNFSDJBM MJGF ɩJT FYQFOTJWF QSPDFTT JNQSPWFE UIF 6,T BCJMJUZ UP
sell in European markets but made it more difficult to produce goods for its traditional trade
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partners—particularly the United States and
NFNCFSTPGUIF$PNNPOXFBMUI
Ease of movement to and from other
Commonwealth nations—probably the single
most popular benefit of the Commonwealth for
PSEJOBSZ #SJUPOTXBT FOEFE ɩF CFOFmUT PG
being able to move freely to Toronto, Sydney, or
Auckland and take a readily available job there
with minimal paperwork were replaced by the
highly theoretical benefit of moving to Dusseldorf or Lille and trying to find an often scarce
KPCUIFSF
The Europeanist goal of ultimately amalgamating European nations into a single federal state with a common identity and a set of
common legal, economic, and administrative
institutions might be feasible among ConUJOFOUBM OBUJPOT )PXFWFS  UIF "OHMPTQIFSF
background of the United Kingdom suggests
UIBUGPSUIF6, TVDIBTUBUFXPVMESFRVJSFUIF
JNQPTJUJPOPGBTZTUFNGPSFJHOUPJU
Furthermore, joining such a system would
EFHSBEF SBUIFS UIBO FOIBODF UIF 6,T DJWJM
TPDJFUZ FOEBOHFSJUTSFFOFSHJ[FEHMPCBMDPNpetitiveness, and push it further away from
close and mutually beneficial relations with the
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648FSFUIJTQSPHSBNBOEJUTEFTJSFESFTVMUT
QMBDFECFGPSFUIF6,FMFDUPSBUFBTBSFGFSFOdum, or even as a main plank of some party
QMBUGPSN JUXPVMECFSFKFDUFEPVUPGIBOE"TB
consequence, each step of European integration
has been presented to the electorate as merely a
free-trade measure, justified on the grounds of
FDPOPNJDEFWFMPQNFOUBOEKPCDSFBUJPO
In the past decade, the Europeanist agenda
IBTIBEJUTQSPmMFSBJTFEXJUIJOUIF6,QPMJUJcal scene through two proposed initiatives: the
JODMVTJPO PG UIF 6, JO UIF &VSPQFBO .POetary Union, which would require abandoning the pound for the euro, and the adoption
PGUIFQSPQPTFE&VSPQFBO$POTUJUVUJPO(JWFO
UIFMFWFMPGVOIBQQJOFTTJOUIF6,SFHBSEJOH
European integration, the Blair government
agreed that a referendum would be held on both
PGUIFTFJOJUJBUJWFT1PMMTJOEJDBUFEUIBUFBDIPG
the issues would likely face defeat, possibly by
BMBSHFNBSHJO
Former Prime Minister Blair and his
Chancellor of the Exchequer (finance minister),
(PSEPO #SPXO  OPX 1SJNF .JOJTUFS  IFEHFE
this position by announcing that a referendum
on the euro would not be held until economic
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JOEJDBUPSTXFSFGBWPSBCMFɩFimWFUFTUTwOFFEFE
for adoption of the euro are loosely enough
defined that they could be considered simply as
POFUFTUiUIFMJLFMJIPPEPGWJDUPSZBUUIFQPMMTw
The criteria were never met, and the British
government has indefinitely suspended the issue
PG 6, NFNCFSTIJQ JO UIF TJOHMF DVSSFODZ
Similarly, a referendum on the European
Constitution, facing equal or greater skepticism
at the polls, was conveniently delayed until the
'SFODI BOE %VUDI SFGFSFOEB ɩF TVCTFRVFOU
failure of the Constitution to pass in those two
DPVOUSJFTSFOEFSFEUIFRVFTUJPONPPU
(JWFOQBSUJDVMBSMZUIF"OHMPTQIFSFIJTUPSZ
PGUIF6, UIFPCKFDUJPOTPG6,&VSPTLFQUJDT
BSFWBMJE0OUIFXIPMF BDDFMFSBUFEJOUFHSBUJPO 
even more than the current constraints of EU
membership, would have a negative impact on
UIF6OJUFE,JOHEPN
64QPMJDZUPXBSEUIF6,NVTUUBLFJOUP
account the fact that the bulk of the population
JTIPTUJMFPSJOEJĊFSFOUUP&VSPQFBOJOUFHSBUJPO
The portion that favors integration is resigned
to the idea that it is inevitable, motivated by the
fear of job loss, or influenced by anti-American
TFOUJNFOUT*SPOJDBMMZ CZPċDJBMMZFODPVSBHJOH
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GVSUIFS &VSPQFBO JOUFHSBUJPO  UIF 64 BMJFOBUFTPOFPGUIFNPTUQSP64FMFNFOUTPG#SJUish public opinion while aligning itself with the
NPTUBOUJ"NFSJDBOFMFNFOUT
ɩFDVSSFOU64"ENJOJTUSBUJPOIBTCFFO
heavily influenced by the position of former
Prime Minister Blair, who has been conspicuously pro-American, adhering to unwavering
TVQQPSUGPS64QPMJDZJO*SBRFWFOBUUIFDPTU
PGIJT1SJNF.JOJTUFSTIJQ"UUIFTBNFUJNF 
he has been a strong supporter of European integration and has sought opportunities for both
UIF6,TFOUSZUPUIFTJOHMFDVSSFODZBOESBUJmDBUJPOPGUIF&VSPQFBO$POTUJUVUJPO#MBJSIBT
essentially been spending the goodwill earned
with the Administration on shoring up support
JO8BTIJOHUPOGPS&VSPQFBOJOUFHSBUJPO
"OPUIFS DSJUJDBM BTQFDU PG UIF 6,o&Vropean Union relationship that affects the
64o6,SFMBUJPOTIJQJTEFGFOTFQSPDVSFNFOU
1SJNF.JOJTUFS#MBJSFODPVSBHFE6,EFGFOTF
companies to enter into partnerships with key
&6QMBZFSTPOEFGFOTFQSPDVSFNFOUQPMJDZɩJT
IBT GVSUIFS JOUFHSBUFE 6, EFGFOTF DPSQPSBtions, many of which deal in more advanced
technology than their Continental counterparts
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EP JOUPKPJOUQSPEVDUJPOQSPHSBNT*UIBTBMTP
committed British forces to the use of equipment that reduces their interoperability with
64GPSDFT
C, A, N Z,
 I
The internal structure of the core Anglosphere has a fascinating complexity, and one of
the potential axes of alignment is that of the
MBSHFS TUBUFoTNBMMFS TUBUF SFHJPOBM QBJS ɩVT 
#SJUBJOBOE*SFMBOE UIF64BOE$BOBEB BOE
Australia and New Zealand constitute regional
pairs, each being unified politically (or, in Australia/New Zealand’s case, almost united) at
one point and then separated—in some cases
CZWJPMFOUTUSVHHMF*OFBDI UIFTNBMMFSQBSUOFS
has found close trade relations and some aspects
of union with the larger partner to be desirable
but also has harbored resentments and concerns
about being swallowed and assimilated by its
MBSHFSQBSUOFS
C. If Britain is the largest and most
powerful of the core Anglosphere states, Canada is geographically the closest to the United
States and the most visibly similar to it cultur-
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BMMZ%FTQJUFUIJTQSPYJNJUZBOETJNJMBSJUZPS
possibly because of them—it is often one of the
"OHMPTQIFSF TUBUFT GVSUIFTU GSPN UIF 64 JO
UFSNTPGQPMJDZBMJHONFOU
Canada is unique because of the presence
of a large, genuinely non-Anglosphere segment
of its electorate: Quebec, which its inhabitants
DPOTJEFS B EJTUJODU  'SFODITQFBLJOH OBUJPO
Canadian politics are driven by the external
question of the pace and terms of potential inteHSBUJPOXJUIUIF64 BTXFMMBTCZUIFJOUFSOBM
relationships among the country’s various parts:
not only Quebec, but also Canada’s anomalous
DIVOLPGUIF3FE"OHMPTQIFSF ¹"MCFSUB
A. Australia’s politics is at heart
driven by the long-term issues brought on by
its geographical position a few hundred miles
south of oil-rich, Islamic, and increasingly radical and unstable Indonesia and, further north,
$IJOB"VTUSBMJBTTVQQPSUPG&BTU5JNPSTJOEFQFOEFODFNBEFJUBUBSHFUPGSBEJDBM*TMBNJTN
Australia’s politics are further complicated by
civil unrest in its “near abroad” of Papua New
¹ 4FF$IBQUFSô i3FMBUJPOT"NPOHUIF$PSF"Oglosphere Nations: Emergence of the Network ComNPOXFBMUIw
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(VJOFBBOEUIFTNBMMJTMBOETUBUFTPG.FMBOFTJB
BOE1PMZOFTJB
Much of Australia’s foreign policy, which
TFFLTDMPTFBMJHONFOUXJUIUIF64BOEGSJFOEMZSFMBUJPOTXJUIUIF6, NBZJOEFFECFEVF
to genuine sentiments of kinship and friendliness, but it is also underpinned by the security
needs of a country of less than  million people
that is surrounded by neighbors, some nuclear-armed, that are not inherently friendly and
whose populations are counted in the hundreds
PGNJMMJPOT
N Z. New Zealand experienced substantial economic disruption from
UIF TFWFSJOH PG JUT USBEF UJFT XJUI UIF 6, BU
the time of the latter’s entry into the European
DPNNPONBSLFUɩJTTUSBJOFEXIBUIBECFFO
one of the tightest intra-Anglosphere relationTIJQT*UTPODFDMPTFEFGFOTFSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUI
UIF64 GPSHFEJO8PSME8BS** ,PSFB BOE
7JFUOBN GPSUIFQBTUTFWFSBMEFDBEFTIBTDPNF
VOEFSTJNJMBSTUSFTT
Unlike Australia, New Zealand has no
immediately pressing security threat, and the
largely symbolic issue of nuclear weapons on
WJTJUJOH 64 XBSTIJQT CFDBNF B QSFUFYU GPS
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XJUIESBXBM GSPN 64o"VTUSBMJBOo/FX ;FBMBOEUSFBUZSFMBUJPOTIJQT)PXFWFS /FX;FBland has contributed small but effective military
contingents to the Afghan theater and continues to cooperate closely with the other AngloTQIFSFQPXFSTJOJOUFMMJHFODFNBUUFST
The principal intra-Anglosphere issue
facing New Zealand today is economic, parUJDVMBSMZJOJUTSFMBUJPOTXJUI"VTUSBMJB*OBEdition to a wide set of institutional links across
the otherwise dividing Tasman Sea, there are
constant discussions on how to deepen those
links, including the possibility of currency or
FWFO QPMJUJDBM VOJPO 'PSNFS $BOBEJBO 1SJNF
Minister Brian Mulroney, one of the fathers
of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), has proposed Australian and New
Zealand membership in NAFTA, sparking an
FWFONPSFWJHPSPVTEFCBUF
I. ɩF 3FQVCMJD PG *SFMBOET SFMBtion to the rest of the Anglosphere has a comQMFYJUZUIBUNBUDIFTJUTUSPVCMFEIJTUPSZ*SFMBOE
never completely replicated the unique domestic sociology of England, maintaining instead
an uneasy and unequal mix of native Celtic inTUJUVUJPOTBOEUSBOTQMBOUFE&OHMJTIGPSNT
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For centuries, English colonists and Irish
locals had been evolving their own fusion, but
UIBUTMPXFEUPBOFBSIBMUBTBSFTVMUPGUIF3FGormation in Ireland, which discouraged intermarriage and rendered the Catholic Irish poMJUJDBMMZTVTQFDUUPUIF&OHMJTITUBUFɩFðøUI
century experiment with political union and
Catholic emancipation might have worked had
it been implemented earlier and more wholeheartedly, but the verdict of history seems to
have been that such a course was too little, too
MBUF ɩF *SJTI XBS PG JOEFQFOEFODF BOE UIF
subsequent Irish civil war created a state that
for a long time was poor, suspicious of Britain
yet economically dependent upon it, politically neutral during World War II and the Cold
War, and preoccupied with the question of
/PSUIFSO*SFMBOE
Much of this changed in the past generation, however, when the access to new markets brought on by EU membership and the
adoption of low tax rates sparked an economic
CPPN*SFMBOEIBTFOKPZFEBOFYUFOEFEQFSJPE
of prosperity as corporations have first swarmed
into rural areas to build manufacturing faciliUJFTBOEUIFOCVJMUDPSQPSBUFPċDFTJO%VCMJO
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Ireland’s Anglosphere characteristics—fluency
in English, common law courts, and the lack
of an overweening state—were critical to this
TVDDFTT
Ireland continues to maintain its political
neutrality and its devotion to European integration, even participating in the European curSFODZ VOJPO )PXFWFS  JUT BCJMJUZ UP NBJOUBJO
a substantially lower rate of corporate taxation
is a constant irritant to the European political
system, and European politicians are now more
frequently raising the specter of “tax harmoni[BUJPO wXIJDIXPVMEGPSDF*SFMBOEUPSBJTFJUT
taxes and allow the Europeans to avoid lowFSJOHUIFJSTɩJTUISFBUFWFOUVBMMZDPVMEGPSDF
Ireland to reassess its inward ties with the Continent vis-à-vis its external ties to the vast Irish
emigrant population—the “Hibernosphere”
XJUIJOUIF"OHMPTQIFSF
For each of these nations, an Anglospherist approach and a Network Commonwealth,
as will be discussed in Chapter , promises a
means of lifting key relationships out of the
problematic and uncomfortable bilateral frameXPSLTPGUIFQBTU"VTUSBMJBBOE/FX;FBMBOE 
Canada and the United States, and even the
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United States and the United Kingdom might
find their relationships somewhat more comfortable in a loose but wider set of structures,
free from the complications of meeting the
needs of non-Anglosphere nations with quite
EJĊFSFOUTPDJBM MFHBM BOEFDPOPNJDTZTUFNT

=  =
3FMBUJPOT"NPOHUIF$PSF
Anglosphere Nations:
Emergence of the
Network Commonwealth
A ,  A is a common
cultural area with a diverse set of historical, or
#VSLFBO DPNNVOJUJFT'PVSHSFBUVOJPOTIBWF
formed among these communities, and these
unions are considered the basic internal diviTJPOTPGUIF"OHMPTQIFSF)PXFWFS UIFJSWFSZ
diversity and the deep continuity between the
original founding communities and their offspring around the world create another axis
BMPOHXIJDIUIF"OHMPTQIFSFJTEJWJEFE
4JODF UIF 64 QSFTJEFOUJBM FMFDUJPOT PG
, commentators have begun to speak
PG i3FEw BOE i#MVFw TUBUFT  XJUI 3FE TUBUFT
CFJOH 3FQVCMJDBO BOE DPOTFSWBUJWF BOE #MVF
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TUBUFT CFJOH %FNPDSBU BOE MJCFSBM 0UIFS
commentators have further distinguished
“Purple” states, in which political populism
and social conservatism result in an electorate
that swings between parties on an issue-byJTTVF CBTJT 8JOOJOH QPMJUJDBM DPBMJUJPOT JO
"NFSJDB UZQJDBMMZ JOWPMWF NPCJMJ[BUJPO PG UIF
3FEPS#MVFDPSFQPQVMBUJPOTBOEUIFTUSJLJOH
of an issue-based alliance with some or all of
UIF1VSQMFFMFDUPSBUF
As David Hackett Fischer, Kevin Phillips,
8BMUFS3VTTFMM.FBE BOE.JDIBFM#BSPOFIBWF
demonstrated,¹UIFTFRVBMJUJFTPG3FE #MVF PS
Purple correlate well with the geographic distribution of the social, religious, and regional
seed populations from the British Isles out of
XIJDIUIFTFDPNNVOJUJFTEFWFMPQFE4JODFUIF
TBNF DPNNVOJUJFT UIBU TFFEFE UIF 64 BMTP
seeded the rest of the core Anglosphere, it is
¹ See Fischer, Albion’s Seed: Four British Folkways
in America; Phillips, The Cousins’ Wars: Religion,
Politics, and the Triumph of Anglo–America; Mead,
Special Providence: American Foreign Policy and How It
Changed the World; and Barone, Our First Revolution:
The Remarkable British Upheaval That Inspired America’s
Founding Fathers
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QPTTJCMF UP FYUFOE UIF 3FE  #MVF  BOE 1VSQMF
BOBMZTJTUISPVHIUIF"OHMPTQIFSFBUMBSHF
The distribution of the various social,
religious, and regional elements of the British
Isles around the wider Anglosphere has been
VOFWFO
t

t

"MBSHFQBSUPGUIF3FE"OHMPTQIFSF
SFTJEFTJOUIF64 BMUIPVHIJUFYUFOET
north into Alberta, isolated parts of
the Maritime Provinces, and Ontario
in Canada and south into the West
*OEJFTɩFTFSFHJPOTFYIJCJUNBOZPG
the same mixtures of religious orientation, social conservatism, and ecoOPNJDQPQVMJTNUIBUDIBSBDUFSJ[FUIF
"NFSJDBO3FETUBUFT3FEPVUMJFSTJOclude segments of the Northern Ireland electorate and possibly QueensMBOEJO"VTUSBMJB
The Blue Anglosphere is found in
areas analogous to Blue areas within
the United States: large urban areas,
coastal areas, and regions where the
population is dependent on inter-ethnic, inter-generational, inter-regional,
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t

PS JOUFSDMBTT TUBUF USBOTGFST ɩVT 
JO UIF 6,  JU JT GPVOE JO UIF -POdon, Birmingham, and Manchester
urban areas, as well as the transferdependent areas of northern England,
8BMFT BOE4DPUMBOE*O$BOBEB JUJT
GPVOEJO5PSPOUP 7BODPVWFS QBSUTPG
2VFCFD BOEUIF.BSJUJNF1SPWJODFT
In Australia, it is found in the major
DPBTUBM VSCBOBSFBT
The remaining areas of the Anglosphere are Purple and can be expected
to vote in either direction, depending
VQPOUIFJTTVFVOEFSDPOTJEFSBUJPO

ɩFVOFWFO3FEo#MVFo1VSQMFEJTUSJCVUJPO
across the Anglosphere is a permanent feature
and one that is not likely to change drastically
JOUIFGVUVSFɩJTSFBMJUZXBTBOJNQFEJNFOU
to broader Anglosphere union when it was suggested in the th century, and it remains an
JNQFEJNFOUJOUIFñðTUDFOUVSZɩFQBUUFSOPG
shared and distinct cultural values argues that
intra-Anglosphere relationships will remain
close but will never be equivalent to a purely
EPNFTUJDQPMJUJDBMTQIFSFɩJTNBLFTJUVOMJLF-
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ly that the English-speaking world would form
BQPMJUJDBMVOJPOPOUIFNPEFMPGUIF&6
F S S 
N C
Current Anglosphere relationships might
be compared to those of planets within a
NVMUJQMFTUBS TPMBS TZTUFN ɩF NVMUJQMF TVOT
and their planets swing around each other in a
complex and often-changing relationship, yet
they never fall out of gravitational attraction
with each other or cease to affect each
PUIFST PSCJUT ɩF DVSSFOU IJHI MFWFM PG BOUJ
Americanism in Britain is worrisome, but it is
also both unlikely to mark a permanent shift
out of the Anglosphere orbit and likely to recede
VOEFSEJĊFSFOUDJSDVNTUBODFT
For this reason, Anglosphere nations need
something that is more structured than the relationship used by randomly related nations but
TIPSUPGGVMMVOJPOPSDPNNPOOBUJPOIPPEɩFZ
OFFEUPGPSNB/FUXPSL$PNNPOXFBMUI
The concept of a Network Commonwealth
describes the political forms that will arise in an
FSB PG JODSFBTFE HMPCBM JOUFSDPOOFDUJPO i/FUwork Commonwealth,” in this usage, describes
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the sum total of the web of international orHBOJ[BUJPOT  BTTPDJBUJPOT  BOE TQFDJBMQVSQPTF
entities formed among a group of nations with
substantially more commonalties than mere
HFPHSBQIJDBMQSPQJORVJUZ$JWJMTPDJFUJFTUPEBZ
tend to be coterminous with national boundaries, or with some subset of societies within a
OBUJPOBMCPVOEBSZ
A Network Commonwealth is the result
of conditions that permit the multitude of ties
UIBUDIBSBDUFSJ[FTUSPOHDJWJMTPDJFUZUPTQSFBE
BOE UBLF SPPU BDSPTT OBUJPOBM CPVOEBSJFT ɩF
goal of a Network Commonwealth is to facilitate the growth of interconnected civil society
BDSPTTCPVOEBSJFTɩJTHPBMJTQVSTVFECZDSFating the means to permit individuals and volVOUBSZ PSHBOJ[BUJPOT UP JOJUJBUF BOE DVMUJWBUF
enterprises throughout the Commonwealth
without the need for specific or prior approval
PGBOZDPNQPOFOUHPWFSONFOU
Tools of the Network Commonwealth include free trade areas and common markets,
mutual defense alliances, the mutual recognition of standards, and adoption of model comNFSDJBMDPEFTɩFZNJHIUBMTPJODMVEFTQFDJBM
purpose entities for the conduct of mutually
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beneficial projects on a wider, multinational
TDPQF8IBUNBLFTUIFTFUPPMTJOUPB/FUXPSL
Commonwealth is the conscious effort to develop a set of such projects among a common
TFUPGOBUJPOT
One question that arises is whether the
European Union is such a Network CommonXFBMUI *O NBOZ XBZT JU JT  QBSUJDVMBSMZ XIFO
it describes itself as an expression of a “comNPO &VSPQFBO DVMUVSFw )PXFWFS  UIF &6T
constant ambition to turn itself into a federal
TUBUFCFMJFTUIJT#SVTTFMTEFTJSFGPSEFWPMVUJPO
GSPNJOUFSOBUJPOBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOUPOBUJPOTUBUF
runs counter to the very idea of the Network
$PNNPOXFBMUI
The EU attempts to be inclusive in that it
must incorporate all European nations that fit
JUTEFmOJUJPO*UJTFYDMVTJWFJOUIBUJUFYDMVEFT
BOZTUBUFTCVUUIPTFUIBUmUJUTEFmOJUJPO'PS
instance, Australia and New Zealand may be as
“European” as Britain or Spain, but because of
the EU’s obsession with geography, they are not
FMJHJCMF GPS NFNCFSTIJQ )PXFWFS  UIF &6 JT
rigid in that its institutions must apply to all of
its parts, and exceptions are seen as something
UPCFNJOJNJ[FEBOEFWFOUVBMMZFMJNJOBUFE
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A  
N C
Consider the ideal of a Network CommonXFBMUIBTBQQMJFEUPUIF"OHMPTQIFSFOBUJPOT
t

t

t

It would not be inclusive because it
would be open to all English-speaking, common law nations but would
not consider itself obliged to convince
all eligible members to affiliate;
It would not be exclusive because it
would not necessarily exclude nations
that don’t fit all its criteria so long as
their affiliation made sense; and
Membership would not be rigid: In
fact, it would be made up of a series
PG OFUXPSLT BOE PSHBOJ[BUJPOT XJUI
EJĊFSJOH NFNCFSTIJQT *SFMBOE  GPS
example, might choose to join trade
or movement-of-people regimes but
would probably not participate in a
KPJOUEFGFOTFTUSVDUVSF

In short, everything the EU sees as a problem is seen by the Network Commonwealth as
BEFTJSBCMFGFBUVSFɩF&6JEFBMPGiFWFSDMPTFS
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union” does not apply to the Anglosphere Network Commonwealth, in which all formal ties
would be incremental, open-ended, and caseTQFDJmD XJUIOPQBSUJDVMBSiFOETUBUFwJONJOE
A Network Commonwealth would be globeTQBOOJOHBOEVODPODFSOFEXJUIHFPHSBQIZ
The ongoing information revolution
places more of the value of objects of commerce into the software that designs them,
defines them, and controls their manufacUVSF"TNBOVGBDUVSJOHCFDPNFTJODSFBTJOHMZ
BVUPNBUFE BOE VUJMJ[FT TNBMMFS BOE TNBMMFS
manufacturing facilities, physical distance
CFDPNFTMFTTJNQPSUBOUJOUSBEF"TBDPOTFquence, cooperation in complex design efforts
CFDPNFTJODSFBTJOHMZJNQPSUBOU.VDIPGUIF
FĊPSUTQFOUCZUIF&6POIBSNPOJ[BUJPOPG
physical standards and integration of manufacturing across the Continent will be obsolete long before it will have repaid the costs of
JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
A global Network Commonwealth of the
English-speaking nations would place emphasis
on the formation of flexible networks for both
DPNNFSDJBM BOE OPOQSPmU QVSQPTFT *O EPJOH
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so, it would reap greater rewards than the EU
XJUIBGBSMPXFSDPTUPGJNQMFNFOUBUJPO
A A S
A few words should be said about a more
FYUSFNF CVU OPU FOUJSFMZ JNQMBVTJCMF TDFOBSJP
For three decades, both Quebec and Scotland
IBWF IBE TFQBSBUJTU QBSUJFT *O 2VFCFDT DBTF 
the separatist party has dominated the provincial government several times and has actually
held referenda on a vaguely formulated “sovereignty-association” option, the last of which
GBJMFEPOMZOBSSPXMZ*O4DPUMBOETDBTF UIFOBtionalist party has promised to hold such a referendum, and recent polls show that a majority
in both England and Scotland supports dissoMVUJPOPGUIFVOJPO*OCPUIDPVOUSJFT JUJTOPU
impossible that their respective unions might
CFEJTTPMWFEXJUIJOUIFOFYUmWFUPðïZFBST
If both unions were dissolved at roughly
the same time, an interesting possibility might
FYJTU"OVNCFSPGUJNFTJOUIFQBTUmWFZFBST 
8FC TJUFT BOE PSHBOJ[BUJPOT IBWF BEWPDBUFE
a Commonwealth Union—a loose federal
union of the states, provinces, and kingdoms
PGUIF6, "VTUSBMJB $BOBEB BOEPGUFO/FX
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;FBMBOEɩJTJEFBIBTEJFEPOUIFWJOFJOUIF
past, since such drastic realignments of large
national structures would require a great deal of
QPMJUJDBMTVQQPSU&WFOXJUITFQBSBUJTUQBSUJFT 
both Canada and Britain continue to sail on
XJUIMJUUMFQSPTQFDUPGEJTTPMVUJPO
However, were this to happen, a federal
union of the Australian states, Canada minus
Quebec, and England proper would be an inUFSFTUJOHQPTTJCJMJUZɩFSFTUPG$BOBEBXPVME
HBJOBOBMUFSOBUJWFUPBCTPSQUJPOJOUPUIF64 
Australia would gain an organic connection to
a globe-spanning power and an instant nuclear
deterrence capability, and England would gain
BDDFTT UP B SPBE PVU PG UIF &VSPQFBO 6OJPO
7BSJPVT &6 QPMJUJDJBOT IBWF TUBUFE UIBU UIF
parts of a dissolved United Kingdom would
IBWFUPSFBQQMZGPSNFNCFSTIJQJOEJWJEVBMMZ
The result would be a power larger than
(FSNBOZ PS +BQBO  XJUI UIF XPSMET TFDPOE
MBSHFTU FDPOPNZ "OE JG UIJT VOJPO JOIFSJUFE
Canada’s treaty obligations, as it presumably
would, it would also inherit NAFTA memberTIJQBOE/03"%NJMJUBSZDPPQFSBUJPO XIJDI
almost constitute a Network Commonwealth
JOBOEPGUIFNTFMWFT
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Such an alignment remains less than likely,
but it does demonstrate that the concepts of the
Anglosphere and the Network Commonwealth
constitute a powerful and flexible toolkit that
the peoples of the English-speaking world
DPVMEVTFUPCVJMEUIFJSGVUVSF

=  =
8IBU/PX 
An Anglospherist Agenda
H    
on the Anglosphere will not, by itself, lay out
UIF CMVFQSJOU PG B OFX QPMJUJDBM BHFOEB "U B
minimum, emerging research may serve to correct reasoning that rests on historical or social
TDJFODFBTTVNQUJPOTUIBUOPMPOHFSIPMEXBUFS
John Maynard Keynes famously held that the
common sense of today’s businessman is merely
UIFPQJOJPOPGTPNFiEFGVODUFDPOPNJTUw¹:FU
Keynes is now the defunct economist, and his
common sense is shown to be merely the opin¹ “Practical men, who believe themselves to be
quite exempt from any intellectual influence, are usuBMMZUIFTMBWFTPGTPNFEFGVODUFDPOPNJTUw+PIO.BZnard Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money (London: Macmillan Press, and New
:PSL4U.BSUJOT1SFTT ðøòõ $IBQUFSñó
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ion of even more anciently deceased historians
BOETPDJBMTDJFOUJTUT
The new understanding of ourselves, our
societies, and the wider world around us that
is brought by understanding the history of the
Anglosphere suggests an agenda different from
that of any existing political school or moveNFOU *O HFOFSBM  UIJT OFX VOEFSTUBOEJOH JT
more consistent with the sentiments and outlook of the English-speaking world’s conservaUJWFQBSUJFT$POTFSWBUJWFTTFF8FTUFSODJWJMJ[Btion and, within it, the English-speaking world
as a positive force in history that has helped
to rescue humanity from a life of mere subsisUFODF UPJM BOEQSFEBUJPO#FDBVTFPGJU QFPQMF
can dream of and achieve prosperity, longevity,
productivity, freedom, and independence from
UIFDSVFMUJFTPGSBOEPNGBUF
Such accomplishments should be seen as
BHPPEUIJOHɩFZBSFOPUNFSFMZUIFQMBZJOH
out of inevitable iron laws of history, as MarxJTU QIJMPTPQIZ XPVME DMBJN ɩFZ BSF UIF GPStuitous workings of a specific and unique set
PGIJTUPSJDBMDJSDVNTUBODFT8FDBOOPUBTTVNF
that modern institutions would have arisen
elsewhere had they not begun in England and
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"NFSJDB8FMJWFJOUIFXPSME&OHMBOENBEF 
BT $MBVEJP 7ÏMJ[ QVU JU ² and cannot assume
that any other culture would have made a world
BOZUIJOHMJLFUIFPOFXFLOPX
This new understanding of history also
differs from a particular type of Tory thought
that, like Marxism, assumes that England once
EXFMUJOBDP[Zgemeinschaft world of jolly peasBOUTMJWJOHJOBUSBEJUJPOBM OPONBSLFUTPDJFUZ
Materially poor but spiritually happy, these
GPMLFYQFSJFODFEUIF*OEVTUSJBM3FWPMVUJPOBOE
modernity as an irrevocable break with a traditional world that somehow needs to be restored
CZHPWFSONFOUmBUɩJTOPTUBMHJD5PSZJTNBOE
its American variants are the mirror images of
.BSYJTUIJTUPSJPHSBQIZBOEKVTUBTXSPOH
An Anglospherist viewpoint serves as
a corrective for these errors and has implications for the ongoing libertarian–traditionalist
debate in conservative circles of the EnglishTQFBLJOHXPSMEɩFUSBEJUJPOBMJTUTWJFXNPEern capitalism much as Churchill saw democracy: “Indeed, it has been said that democracy is
the worst form of government except all those
² 4FF7ÏMJ[ The New World of the Gothic Fox
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other forms that have been tried from time to
UJNFw³ In other words, the creative destruction that Joseph Schumpeter correctly perceived in capitalism is viewed with suspicion
by traditionalists as a solvent of the traditional,
#VSLFBOUJFT5SBEJUJPOBMJTUTTFFNPEFSOJUZBT
a force that, while beneficial in many respects,
wounded Western society and created a yetunmet need for a resolution or healing of these
#VSLFBOUJFT
On the other hand, libertarians, especially
UIPTF PG UIF PUIFSXJTFPQQPTFE 3BOEJBO BOE
3PUICBSEJBO TDIPPMT  BSF JO TPNF TFOTFT UIF
NPEFSOJTUTPGUIF3JHIU DFMFCSBUJOHXIBUUIF
USBEJUJPOBMJTUTEFQMPSFɩFTFUIJOLFSTDFMFCSBUF
the idea of modernity as a revolution severing the
bonds of oppressive tradition: écrassez l’infame
i$SVTIUIF*OGBNPVTwJF UIF$IVSDI JTB
DPNGPSUBCMFTMPHBOGPSUIFN
#PUI WJFXT BSF  JO GBDU  JODPSSFDU ɩFSF
was never any great break between the modern, individualist present and a communalist,
traditionalist past within the English-speaking
³ Speech in the House of Commons, The Official
Report, )PVTF PG $PNNPOT  ôUI 4FSJFT  7PM óó 
/PWFNCFSðð ðøóö
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world, although there were periods of disrupUJPO PDDBTJPOBMMZPSMPDBMMZTFWFSF5PUIFDPOtrary, the Anglosphere has always been individualistic, dwelling primarily in nuclear families
apart from the husband’s or wife’s parents and
not subject to their authority after the age of
DPOTFOU-BOEJTWJFXFEBTBOBTTFUUPCFCPVHIU
BOE TPME SBUIFS UIBO BT B TBDSFE QBUSJNPOZ
-BXZFSIBUJOHZFUMJUJHJPVT DJUJ[FOTPGUIF"Oglosphere are jealous of local independence but
willing to volunteer or heed the militia call-up
XIFOUISFBUFOFECZUIFGPSFJHOGPFɩFZTUBOE
on their ancient constitutional rights, whether
Magna Carta or Fifth Amendment, in the face
PG UIF TIFSJĊ ɩFZ BSF FOUFSQSJTJOH  QSPmU
NBYJNJ[JOH  EFWPUFE UP UIFJS SFMJHJPVT DPNmunities, suspicious of foreign ways, but quick
UPBQFUIFMBUFTU'SFODIOPWFMUZ
$JUJ[FOTPGUIF"OHMPTQIFSFIBWFCFFOUIJT
way in most respects for , years, and there
is a great deal of reason to believe that many of
these traits will be in evidence in some form
or fashion , years from now, regardless
of whether the English is spoken in MiddleTFY .BST PSCPUIQMBDFT*OEJWJEVBMJTNJTBO
Anglosphere tradition, but it is individualism
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within a particular cultural and legal framework and is best protected by respecting that
GSBNFXPSL$PNNVOJUJFTBSFOFUXPSLTPGJOEJvidualists that draw their strength from willing
BOEOFHPUJBUFEDPPQFSBUJPO"OZ"OHMPTQIFSF
politics that is to protect both the community
BOEUIFJOEJWJEVBMOFFETUPSFDPHOJ[FUIFMPOH
SPPUTPGCPUI
The Anglosphere is also a useful frameXPSL GPS WJFXJOH BOE BTTFTTJOH PUIFS OBUJPOT
Membership in it is a better predictor of a nation’s prospects and likeliness to cooperate useGVMMZXJUIUIF64UIBOBSFPUIFS NPSFDPNNPO DPOTJEFSBUJPOT TVDI BT HFPHSBQIZ ɩF
64HPWFSONFOUTIPVMEUIFSFGPSF
t

t

Make a formal commitment to cooperation with other English-speaking, common law–based nations that
at least matches its commitment to
hemispheric cooperation or its support for intra-European cooperation;
Consider sponsoring ties with other
English-speaking nations as a category
that are at a level similar to its ties
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with the Pan-American Union or the
Council of Europe; and
t 3FWJFXJUTFYJTUJOHJOUFSHPWFSONFOUBM
Anglosphere links, most particularly
in intelligence-sharing, and consider
elevating its executive agreements in
such areas to the status of a formal
USFBUZPSHBOJ[BUJPOTJNJMBSUP/"50 
with a council and a legislative
BTTFNCMZ
Unlike the British union, America did not
establish a single legislative function, but instead
left the state legislatures separate and sovereign
PWFSUIPTFGVODUJPOTOPUEFMFHBUFEUPUIFVOJPO
However, unlike previous models (particularly
the Dutch one that is so familiar to Englishspeakers), the American Constitution created
a strong, unified military command at the naUJPOBM MFWFM ɩJT NPEFM XBT GPMMPXFE MBUFS CZ
UIF$BOBEJBOBOE"VTUSBMJBOVOJPOT
Karl Marx famously observed that philosophers seek to understand the world, but
UIF QPJOU JT UP DIBOHF JU⁴ How does the An⁴ “The philosophers have only interpreted the
XPSME JOWBSJPVTXBZTɩFQPJOU IPXFWFS JTUPDIBOHF
JUw,BSM.BSY Theses on Feuerbach ð÷óô ɩFTJTðð
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HMPTQIFSFWJFXQPJOUFTUBCMJTIBQPMJDZBHFOEB 
There are several critical differences with conWFOUJPOBMXJTEPN
t

t

t

Since being an English-speaking,
common law–using nation is a significant predictor of economic dynamism,
political success, and ease of interface
XJUIUIF"NFSJDBOFDPOPNZ UIF64
should make it a priority to enhance
economic, political, and defense ties
with such nations, both bilaterally and
DPMMFDUJWFMZ
ɩF64TIPVMEOPUSFRVJSF&OHMJTI
speaking, common law–using nations
to mediate their relations with the
64UISPVHISFHJPOBMPSNVMUJMBUFSBM
blocs, including Anglosphere nations
with different cultural and structural
JEFOUJUJFTTVDIBT*OEJB
Achievement of developed-society
status is not an automatic product of
JOFWJUBCMF IJTUPSJD GPSDFT ɩJT TUBUVT
is the difficult and problematic extension of a unique phenomenon within
different societies and requires situ-
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t

t

BUJPOTQFDJmD BQQSPBDIFT ɩF 64
should rethink how it approaches development aid and nation-building,
set realistic expectations, and work
with each country on a case-by-case
CBTJT*UBQQFBSTUIBUVOEFWFMPQFEOBtions are everywhere alike but that
each developed nation has achieved
EFWFMPQNFOUJOJUTPXONBOOFS
ɩF64TIPVMESFUIJOLJUTBQQSPBDI
UPNVMUJMBUFSBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOTBOEQSPgrams, particularly free-trade area
agreements, to take into account differences between the various member
TUBUFT 0OFTJ[FmUTBMM BHSFFNFOUT
are useful in inverse proportion to the
sociocultural differences among the
NFNCFST /"'5" JT B QBSUJDVMBSMZ
BQQSPQSJBUFFYBNQMF
The particular characteristics inherited from Anglosphere culture are at
the heart of this country’s past, presFOU  BOE GVUVSF TVDDFTTFT %PNFTUJDBMMZ  UIF 64 TIPVME KVEHF BMM GPSeign and domestic policy proposals by
the yardstick of whether their effects
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would be to strengthen or weaken
civil society, the radius of trust of domestic cultures, and the effect on the
DPIFTJPOPGUIF6OJPOɩFEFmOJUJPO
of “family” for immigration-sponsorship purposes should be the classic Anglosphere definition—spouse,
children, and parents—rather than
the extended-family definitions of
PUIFS DVMUVSFT .VMUJDVMUVSBMJTN BOE
bilingualism should be abandoned,
and assimilation and learning of EngMJTI TIPVME CFDPNF OBUJPOBM QPMJDJFT
America’s Anglosphere and common
law heritage should be explicitly afmSNFEJOTDIPPMDVSSJDVMB"NFSJDBO
Founders such as Jefferson, Franklin,
BOE "EBNT FNQIBTJ[FE UIF SPPUT PG
UIF $POTUJUVUJPO BOE #JMM PG 3JHIUT
JO "OHMPTQIFSF IJTUPSZ ɩJT PVUMPPL
TIPVMECFSFBċSNFE
Programmatically, the agenda outlined
above would be implemented by policies in
TQFDJmDJTTVFTBOEBSFBT
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D  S P
An Anglospherist defense policy should
address specific areas of concern in current intra-Anglosphere defense relationships, including technology transfer and, specifically, InterOBUJPOBM 5SBċD JO "SNT 3FHVMBUJPOT *5"3 
issues raised by the F- Joint Strike Fighter
QSPHSBN QPUFOUJBMDPOnJDUTCFUXFFOUIF64
(MPCBM 1PTJUJPOJOH 4ZTUFN BOE UIF &VSPQFBO
(BMJMFP QSPHSBN  QPUFOUJBM DPOnJDUT JO UIF
64o$BOBEBEFGFOTFSFMBUJPOTIJQ BOEFYQBOTJPOPGUIF64o"VTUSBMJBOEFGFOTFJOEVTUSJBM
SFMBUJPOTIJQ %SBXJOH *OEJB GVSUIFS JOUP "Oglosphere defense relations circles in line with
recent Administration initiatives should also be
BMPOHUFSN"OHMPTQIFSJTUHPBM
Future projects should seek technology
transfer, procurement, and investment regimes,
either on a bilateral or a primarily intra-AngloTQIFSFNVMUJMBUFSBMCBTJTɩFHPBMTIPVMECFUP
maintain and increase the access of core Anglosphere powers to critical defense technoloHJFTBOEGVSUIFSJOEVTUSJBMQBSUJDJQBUJPOJO64
defense procurement in return for maintaining
common, strong third-party destination conUSPMTPOBOZTVDIUFDIOPMPHZ
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In the case of the United Kingdom, this
would require the re-establishment of a clear
TFQBSBUJPOCFUXFFO6,EFGFOTFJOEVTUSZBOE
activity from those of non-privileged nations,
JODMVEJOHTPNFDVSSFOU&VSPQFBOQBSUOFSTɩF
64 XPVME UIFO HSBOU GVMM BDDFTT UP 64 EFfense markets and related areas such as aviation
BOEDPNNVOJDBUJPOT
Such a defense technology arrangement
TIPVME DFSUBJOMZ JODMVEF UIF 6,  $BOBEB 
BOE "VTUSBMJB /FX ;FBMBOE NFNCFSTIJQ
might be predicated upon a wider renegotiaUJPO PG 64o/FX ;FBMBOE EFGFOTF DPPQFSBUJPOJTTVFT'VMMNFNCFSTIJQGPS*OEJBXPVME
probably not suit either government’s agenda at
present, but some form of affiliate status might
FWPMWFPWFSUJNF0UIFSOBUJPOTXPVMECFBTTFTTFEPOBDBTFCZDBTFCBTJT4JOHBQPSF GPS
example, might be an early candidate for addiUJPO BUMFBTUBTBOBċMJBUF
T P
An Anglospherist trade policy would concentrate initially on expanding and deepening
64o$BOBEB USBEF XJUI UIF VMUJNBUF HPBM PG
a common trading area that would eliminate
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ordinary customs controls between the two naUJPOT*UXPVMEBMTPTFFLUPEFFQFOUSBEFMJOLT
with Australia and New Zealand, including the
possibility of expanding NAFTA to include
UIFTFUXPDPVOUSJFT
There are two possible scenarios for an
Anglospherist trade agenda in regard to the
6OJUFE ,JOHEPN BOE *SFMBOE 0OF BTTVNFT
UIBUUIF6,SFNBJOTXJUIJOUIFFYJTUJOH&6
DVTUPNTVOJPOJOEFmOJUFMZɩFPUIFSFOWJTJPOT
BTDFOBSJPJOXIJDIUIF6,MFBWFTUIFDVTUPNT
union and executes a free trade agreement with
the EU similar to the one that the EU currently
IBTXJUI4XJU[FSMBOE*OUIFGPSNFSDBTF JNQSPWFE USBEF SFMBUJPOT XJUI UIF 6, BOE *SFland would depend on negotiating a successful
general Transatlantic Free Trade Agreement
5"'5" ɩJTIBTCFFOTVHHFTUFESFQFBUFEMZ
on both sides of the Atlantic but has never proHSFTTFEWFSZGBS
The problems of advancing a TAFTA illustrate the general problems with permitting
non-Anglosphere countries to become involved
in intermediating intra-Anglosphere relationTIJQTɩF64 UIF6, BOE$BOBEBBSFSFBEZ
to embrace and exploit free trade among them-
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TFMWFT)PXFWFS $POUJOFOUBMJOUFSFTUTGPSNBO
PCTUBDMF (FSNBO $IBODFMMPS "OHFMB .FSLFM
IBT BHBJO SBJTFE UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG GSFFS 64o
EU trade, but protectionist and anti-American
political elements on the Continent may not
QFSNJUJU*GB5"'5"BHFOEBXFSFBEWBODFE 
JUXPVMECFQBSUJDVMBSMZJNQPSUBOUGPSUIF64
to push for a “polycentric” TAFTA: a structure
that is accessible to all European states regardMFTTPG&6NFNCFSTIJQ*UJTOPUJOUIF6OJUFE
States’ best interest to make European states
accept Brussels as the gatekeeper for free trade
XJUIUIF64
Were the United Kingdom to loosen its
ties with the EU, the United States could imNFEJBUFMZPĊFSBGVMMGSFFUSBEFBHSFFNFOUɩF
main question would be whether it should be
negotiated de novo or whether the most expediUJPVTBWFOVFXPVMECFUPNBLFUIF6,BGVMM
or associate member of the North American
'SFF5SBEF"HSFFNFOU
The latter course has the benefit of leveragJOHBOFYJTUJOHTUSVDUVSFɩJTXPVMEBMMPXUIF
British to judge, by Canada’s experience, how
membership would work and to understand
very clearly what their rights and obligations
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XPVMECF.FDIBOJTNTTVDIBT/"'5"$IBQter  arbitration bodies, which resolve disputes
between companies, would immediately beDPNF BWBJMBCMF UP 6, DPNQBOJFT "OE  PG
course, it would also immediately bring free
trade with Canada and Mexico with no further
OFHPUJBUJPO
On the other hand, NAFTA already sufGFST TPNFXIBU GSPN CFJOH B POFTJ[FmUTBMM
agreement between highly disparate economic
QBSUOFST #SJUJTI NFNCFSTIJQ XPVME TVCKFDU
64o6, USBEF UP DPOEJUJPOT OFHPUJBUFE QSJNBSJMZXJUI64o.FYJDBOSFMBUJPOTJONJOE
H  A P
ɩF 64 HPWFSONFOU TIPVME XPSL UP SFmove the unintentional irritations and slights
brought on by neglect and forgetfulness in its
SFMBUJPOT BNPOH &OHMJTITQFBLJOH OBUJPOT
Higher visibility should be given to the record
PGPVS&OHMJTITQFBLJOHBMMJFT$POTJEFS GPSB
moment, just how long that list of allied endeavors has become: D-Day, the Pacific Theater in
8PSME8BS** ,PSFB 7JFUOBN UIF(VMG8BS 
"GHIBOJTUBO BOEUIFXBSJO*SBRɩFSFTIPVME
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be a broader awareness of the length and depth
PGTIBSFETBDSJmDFXJUIJOUIF"OHMPTQIFSF
ɩF 64 TIPVME TFOE IJHIMFWFM SFQSFsentatives to joint commemorations of allied
FĊPSUTBOE TIPVME TUSJWF UP PSHBOJ[F TVDI
FWFOUTPOBSFHVMBSCBTJTɩFSFTIPVMECFBO
annual joint remembrance of D-Day, which
should include veterans of all nations present on
UIBUEBZ'SJFOEMZmSFJODJEFOUTJOWPMWJOHJOUSB
Allied errors should be visibly investigated and
SFTPMWFECZKPJOUCPEJFT4VQQPSUFSTPG*SJTI3FQVCMJDBO"SNZUFSSPSJTNJOUIF64TIPVMECF
EFBMUXJUIEFDJTJWFMZ VTJOHBOUJUFSSPSJTUUPPMT
ɩF 64 BNCBTTBEPS UP UIF 6, TIPVME
be dual-hatted as ambassador to the British
$PNNPOXFBMUI  BOE UIF 64 HPWFSONFOU
should send observers to Commonwealth
events, such as the Commonwealth Heads of
(PWFSONFOU NFFUJOHT ɩF 64 1SFTJEFOU
should consider inviting the Prime Ministers
PG $BOBEB  UIF 6,  BOE "VTUSBMJB UP B KPJOU
meeting, which should then issue a declaration
on human and civil rights, based on common
law and other great statements of rights from
UIFIJTUPSJFTPG&OHMJTITQFBLJOHOBUJPOTɩJT
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declaration should take precedence over the
6/%FDMBSBUJPOPG)VNBO3JHIUT
*UJTMJLFMZUIBU64BOEPUIFS"OHMPTQIFSF
militaries will cooperate in the field in unconventional warfare situations in the future, and
it might be useful to generate a protocol on the
handling of prisoners and suspects to which
BMM"OHMPTQIFSFNJMJUBSJFTXPVMEBEIFSFɩJT
would stand in place of the problematic and
much-abused International Criminal Court
PS (FOFWB $POWFOUJPO 'PVSUI 1SPUPDPM QSPvisions, which are used by only some AngloTQIFSFTUBUFT

=  =
The Path Forward
T E-  are one of
the world’s most distinctive groups of societies and collectively have been the pathfinders
and agents of modernity since the Industrial
BOE%FNPDSBUJD3FWPMVUJPOTɩFZXFSFFYDFQtional at origin, have been exceptional throughout their development, and remain exceptional
today in ways that are statistically verifiable and
can thus serve as meaningful predictors of fuUVSF EFWFMPQNFOUT ɩF &OHMJTITQFBLJOH OBtions, led economically by the United States,
continue to increase the gap between themselves and the world’s other strong civil societies in terms of productivity, innovation, and
PUIFSNFUSJDTPGEZOBNJTN
These facts have consequences—and so
EPFT UIF GBJMVSF UP SFDPHOJ[F UIFN .FNCFST
of the American foreign policy community
have tended to discount the implications of this
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exceptionalism and have failed to adapt their
UIJOLJOHUPJUTSFBMJUJFTɩJTIBTMFEUPBOVNCFS
of unfortunate policy turns on the part of the
64UIBUOFFEUPCFDPSSFDUFE.BLJOHUIFTF
corrections would improve America’s relations
with its fellow English-speaking nations, create
TVCTUBOUJBMFDPOPNJDTUJNVMVTGPSCPUIUIF64
and its English-speaking partners, and lay the
HSPVOEXPSL GPS B SFBMJTUJD 64 GPSFJHO QPMJDZ
in touch with the ideals and understanding of
UIF'PVOEFST
There would be rapid and positive returns
GSPN BO "OHMPTQIFSJD GPDVT JO USBEF QPMJDZ
The lowest-hanging fruit on the tree of trade
expansion can be harvested by deepening trade
relations with the other English-speaking,
DPNNPOMBXoCBTFEEFWFMPQFEFDPOPNJFTɩF
TVDDFTTPGUIF64o$BOBEB'SFF5SBEF"HSFFment and the subsequent North American Free
5SBEF "HSFFNFOU BSF DBTFT JO QPJOU 'VSUIFS
NFBTVSFTGPSEFFQFOJOH64o$BOBEBFDPOPNic relations—especially given the presence in
Ottawa of the most pro-American government
JO òï ZFBSTTIPVME CF B IJHI QSJPSJUZ 4JNJlarly, the limited and tentative free-trade agreement with Australia should be deepened and
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broadened, and serious consideration should
be given to former Canadian Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney’s proposal to add Australia and
/FX;FBMBOEUP/"'5"
Obviously, extending free trade—or, better yet, a common economic area—to Britain
and Ireland would be even more advantageous
GPSBMMQBSUJFT)FSF IPXFWFS UIF"OHMPTQIFSist direction comes into direct conflict with
POF PG UIF 64 HPWFSONFOUT NPTU FOEVSJOH
misjudgments: its policy of encouraging BritJTIJOUFHSBUJPOJOUPUIF&VSPQFBO6OJPOɩJT
policy now stands in the way of deeper economic relations with one of America’s primary
economic partners and, because of the growing
conflict between European defense policy amCJUJPOTBOEUSBEJUJPOBM64o6,EFGFOTFBOE
BFSPTQBDFJOEVTUSZUJFT UISFBUFOTBDSJUJDBM64
EFGFOTFBOEEFGFOTFJOEVTUSZSFMBUJPOTIJQ
"TTFOUJNFOUUPSFDPOTJEFS6,o&VSPQFBOUJFTHSPXTXJUIJOUIF6, UIF64XPVME
do well to make clear that a United Kingdom
with restored independence in trade policy
would quickly gain a free-trade relationship
XJUIUIF64BOE JGEFTJSFE /"'5"NFNCFSTIJQ4JNJMBSMZ BDMFBSTFQBSBUJPOGSPN&V-
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ropean defense and aerospace interests with
weak third-party destination controls would
SFTVMUJODMPTFS64o6,EFGFOTFJOEVTUSZJOUFHSBUJPO  JODMVEJOH FBTJFS JOWFTUNFOU JO 64
defense, aerospace, and airline companies by
British capital and easier transatlantic mergers
JOUIPTFJOEVTUSJFT
"EEJUJPOBMMZ  UIF 64 TIPVME SFDPHOJ[F
UIBU UIPTF UIJOHT UIBU UIF 64 BOE *OEJB
share in common—parliamentary democracy,
the rule of law as defined by the common
law tradition, free speech and press, and the
English language—are also the things that will
cause India to take the lead among developing
OBUJPOTPWFSUIFDPNJOHEFDBEFTɩF64BOE
India are linked by strong human and economic
ties, growing defense cooperation, and a shared
frontline position against radical Islamist
UFSSPSJTNɩF64o*OEJBBYJTXJMMMJLFMZCFB
cornerstone of Indo–Pacific regional security
BOEPGBHMPCBMJ[FEXPSMEJOXIJDI*OEJBQMBZT
BLFZSPMF
The Administration’s recent advances
in reaching out to India should therefore be
CSPBEFOFE BOE EFFQFOFE )PXFWFS  CFDBVTF
of India’s unique history, its traditional self-
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understanding as a non-aligned power, and its
MPOHTUBOEJOH EFGFOTF UJFT UP 3VTTJB  BT XFMM
as other factors, this relationship will require
patient cultivation and must be allowed to
develop and deepen at a pace set by the Indians
UIFNTFMWFT
*O UIF MPOH UFSN  UIF 64 TIPVME UBLF
the lead in constructing a Network CommonXFBMUIɩJTXFCPGDPPQFSBUJWFJOTUJUVUJPOTBOE
common social and economic spaces throughout the English-speaking world will be built
from familiar components, such as trade agreements and permanent defense alliances, as well
BT SVMFT HPWFSOJOH UIF NPWFNFOU PG QFPQMF
Once established, the Network Commonwealth
will link globe-spanning networks of common
MJOHVJTUJDDVMUVSBM DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT *U XJMM IBWF
the strength and flexibility of widespread social-political networks while avoiding homogFOJ[BUJPO UISPVHI EJTUJODU OBUJPOBM OBSSBUJWFT
PSUIFFSBEJDBUJPOPGMPDBMTPWFSFJHOUZ6OMJLF
the European Union, the Network Commonwealth will not seek “ever closer union” or uniGPSNJUZBNPOHJUTNFNCFST
The Anglosphere Network CommonXFBMUIXJMMMJLFMZOPUCFUIFPOMZTVDIPSHBOJ[B-
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UJPOJOUIFXPSMEPGUIFGVUVSF0UIFSDPNNVOJUJFT XJMM GPSN UIFJS PXO  TJNJMBS HSPVQJOHT
They will be following the Anglosphere into
this new institutional form, just as in the past
other communities have adopted parliamentary
government, democratic elections, and written
constitutions, all pioneered by Anglosphere
DPNNVOJUJFT"HMPCBMDPNNVOJUZPG/FUXPSL
Commonwealths holds the promise of a practical and incremental means of knitting civil societies together across national boundaries in a
manner that respects the historical cultures of
UIFTFDPNNVOJUJFT
Thus, the Anglosphere perspective and the
proposal to move toward a Network Commonwealth present an alternative path forward that
JT NBEF QPTTJCMF CZ NPEFSO UFDIOPMPHZ *U JT 
however, also a path that is underappreciated
CZBOBMZTUTXIPMPPLUPUIFQBTUGPSHVJEBODF
3BUIFSUIBOMPPLJOHUPIPNPHFOJ[FTPWFSFJHOties into regional blocs under undemocratic
transnational schemes for regional or global
governance, we can look instead toward a
world of independent yet cooperating nations
and even sub-national entities linked through
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DVMUVSBMMZBOEMJOHVJTUJDBMMZPSHBOJ[FE/FUXPSL
$PNNPOXFBMUIT
Such Commonwealths, taken together,
could then form an alternative to an inherently
VOEFNPDSBUJDVOJWFSTBMTVQFSTUBUF*OTUFBE UIF
XPSMEXPVMECFPSHBOJ[FEBTBDPODFSUPGDJWJMJ[BUJPOT HSPXJOHJOUIFJSBCJMJUZUPBDUJOEFpendently in most things and cooperate freely
XIFSFOFFEFE

T A
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